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Plaintiffs, by and through their attorneys/ Sinas/ Dramis/ Larkin/ Graves &

Waldman/ P.C/ seek reconsideration of the court's November 13, 2020 Opinion and

Order for the following reasons:

1. Plaintiffs filed this action on October 3/ 2019, alleging several challenges to

legislative changes to Michigan's no-fault act that were passed in 2019.

2. Plaintiffs' complaint alleged that these legislative changes were in violation

of several provisions of the Michigan Constitution/ including the Contract Clause/ the

Equal Protection Clause, and the Due Process Clause.

3. On January 6/ 2020, the defendants filed a motion for summary disposition

pursuant to MCR 2.116(C)(8), claiming that plaintiffs' constitutional claims failed to state

a claim for relief.

4. Plaintiffs filed a response to the defendants' motion for summary

disposition on March 6, 2020.

5. In addition to responding to the legal arguments contained in defendants

motion, plaintiffs also requested the right to amend their complaint to state a claim other

than the constitutional claims that were alleged in their original complaint on the basis of

MCR 2.116(I)(5).

6. Plaintiffs request to amend their complaint was on the basis of Lafontaine

Saline, Inc v Chrysler Group, LLC, 496 Mich 26 (2014), which stands for the proposition that

if there is a statute that pertains to a contract between private parties, the statute/ as is

was at the time the contract was entered into/ controls the rights and obligations of the



parties, and that later amendments to the statute cannot be interpreted to affect contracts

that existed before the amendments were enacted. Id. at 34 - 35.

7. Specifically/ in Plaintiffs' Brief in Opposition to the Motion to Dismiss Filed

by Defendants, attached as Exhibit A, Plaintiffs stated: "Based on the reasoning expressed by

the Supreme Court in Lafontaine and a number of prior decisions cited in that opinion, 496 Mich

at 36,fn.l8, plaintiffs recjuest the right under M.CR 2.116(1) (5) to amend their complaint to seek

a declaration that it mould constitute a breach of contract for the defendants to pay benefits

differently after June 2021." p 18, fn 2.

8. The Lafontaine principle is of vital importance to plaintiffs claims and

deserves judicial analysis.

9. On November 13, 2020, the court issued an opinion granting the

defendants' motion for summary disposition solely on the constitutional claims asserted

in plaintiffs complaint.

10. In its November 13, 2020 opinion, the court did not address plaintiffs

request to amend their complaint pursuant to MCR 2.116(I)(5) and did not in any way

touch upon plaintiffs' arguments regarding the Lafontaine principle.

11. Under MCR 2.116(I)(5)/ where a motion for summary disposition is filed

under MCR 2.116(C)(8)/ a court must give the nonmoving party the right to amend the

complaint

12. Based on MCR 2.116(I)(5)/ plaintiffs must be given the opportunity to file

an amended complaint to allege a breach of contract claim under the Lafontaine standard/

as requested in their Brief in Opposition to the Motion to Dismiss Filed by Defendants/
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INTRODUCTION AND PROCEDURAL HISTORY

In June 2019, the Michigan Legislature enacted changes to this state's no-fault act.

Included in those changes were provisions that limited in-home family provided

attendant care to 56 hours per week/ MCL 500.3135(10), and capped reimbursement for

medical expenses that are not compensable by Medicare to 55% of what providers

charged for those services as of January I/ 2019, MCL 500.3157(7).

On October 3/ 2020, plaintiffs filed this case challenging these two provisions of

the new no-fault act. The complaint that plaintiffs filed was limited exclusively to

challenges based on the Michigan Constitution. Thus, in their complaint/ plaintiffs

alleged that these two amendments to the no fault act violated the Contract Clause of the

Michigan Constitution/ Const. 1963, art I/ §10, the Equal Protection Clause/ Const. 1963,

art 1, §2, and the Due Process Clause/ Const. 1963, art I/§17.

In January 2020 the defendants/ in lieu of filing an answer/ filed a motion for

summary disposition under MCR 2.116(C)(8). In that motion/ the defendants argued that

plaintiffs' constitational arguments failed to state a claim on which relief could be

granted.

Plaintiffs filed their Brief in Opposition to the Motion to Dismiss Filed by

Defendants on March 6,2020. A copy of that brief is attached as Exhibit A to this motion.

In addition to responding to the legal arguments that were made in the defendants

motion, plaintiffs' brief contained a discussion of the Michigan Supreme Court's decision

in Lafontaine Saline, Inc v Chryskr Group, LLC, 496 Mich 26 (2014). See Plaintiffs' Plaintiffs'

Brief in Opposition to the Motion to Dismiss Filed by Defendants (Exhibit A), at 16 -18.
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Based on the Supreme Court's decision in Lafontaine, plaintiffs requested in their response

that they be allowed to amend their complaint to allege a breach of contract claim.

Exhibit A at p 18, fn 2. Specifically/ Plaintiffs stated: "Based on the reasoning expressed by

the Supreme Court in Lafontaine and a number of prior decisions cited in that opinion, 496 Midi

at 36, fn.18, plaintiffs request the right under M.CR 2.116(I)(5) to amend their complaint to seek

a declaration that it mould constitute a breach of contract for the defendants to pay benefits

differently after June 2021," The basis for this request to amend was a Michigan court rule/

MCR 2.116(I)(5).

On November 13, 2020, the Court issued an opinion addressed to the defendants'

motion for summary disposition. In that opinion/ the court determined that defendants

were entitled to summary disposition on plaintiffs' constitutional claims. In dismissing

these constitutional claims/ the court did not address plaintiffs request to amend their

complaint to add a breach of contract claim or in any way touch upon plaintiffs

arguments regarding the Lafontaine principle.

STANDARD OF REVIEW

MCR 2.116(I)(5) specifically provides that/ where a party files a motion for

summary disposition that is predicated on either MCR 2.116(C)(8)/ (9) or (10), "the court

shall give the parties an opportunity to amend their pleadings as provided by M.CR 2.118. The

language of MCR 2.116(I)(5) is mandatory in character; it provides that a court shall give

the nonmoving party an opportunity to amend. See Liggett Restaurant Group, Inc. v

Pontiac, 260 Mich App 127, 138; 676 NW2d 633 (2003). The Court of Appeals has

recognized where a motion is filed under any of these provisions in MCR 2.116(C), "the
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court must give the parties the opportunity to amend their pleadings. .," Doyle v Hutzel Hospital,

241 Mich App 206, 212; 615 NW2d 759 (2000); Yudashkin v Linzmeyer, 247 Mich App

642/654; 637 NW2d 257 (2001)("the trial court zuas required pursuant to MCR 2.116(I)(5) to

give plaintiff the opportunity to amend his complaint because it granted summary disposition at

least in part, under MCR 2.116(C)(8)."

LAW AND ARGUMENT

I. Lafontaine stands for the proposition that the no-fault act, as it existed at the

time plaintiffs entered into their contracts for no-fault insurance, controls

the rights and obligations of the parties to the contracts.

As is further explained in Plaintiffs' Brief in Opposition to the Motion to Dismiss

Filed by Defendants/ the case of Lafontaine Saline, Inc v Chn/sler Group, LLC, 496 Mich 26;

(2014) stands for the proposition that if there is a statute that pertains to a contract

between private parties/ the statute/ as is was at the time the contract was entered into/

controls the rights and obligations of the parties/ and later am.endm.ents to the statute

cannot be interpreted to affect contracts that existed before the amendments were

enacted. Id. at 34 - 35. Lafontaine teaches that the contracts that plaintiffs entered into with

their insurers prior to their accidents must be read in conjunction zuith the law that existed at

the time those contracts zuere entered. cfRohlman, 442 Mich at 525, fn. 3 (in construing a case

based on the no-fault act/ "[t]he policy and the statutes relating thereto must be read and

construed together as though the statutes mere a part of the contract."). This means that under

the reasoning in Lafontaine, the policies that the plaintiffs entered into have to be read as

incorporating the provisions of the no-fault act as of the date those contracts were entered

into.



II. Michigan case law makes it abundantly clear that the no-faultstatyteat the

time plaintiffs entered into their contracts provided for^reimbursement fpr

all reasonably necessary attendant care services and reimbursement for all

reasonable charges for reasonably necessary products, services, and

accommodations for plaintiffs care, recovery, or rehabilitation.

At the time plaintiffs entered into their respective contracts for no-fault insurance/

the no-fault statute as it existed provided for/ among other things: (1) all attendant care

services that were reasonably necessary for plaintiffs' care, recovery, or rehabilitation/

without regard to the identity of the caregiver provider or number of hours; and (2)

reimbursement for all reasonably necessary products/ services, and accommodations for

plaintiffs' care/ recovery, or rehabilitation without regard to any government imposed fee

schedules or third-party payer reimbursement rates. Plaintiffs right to these no-fault

benefits vested as of the date of their respective motor vehicle accidents. When these

insurers sold these contracts to plaintiffs prior to the 2019 legislation, they charged a

premium to cover the risk they were underwriting with respect to their liability for these

two types of unlimited benefits. The fact that a premium was charged by insurers to

cover these benefits is obvious given the fact that the politicians who passed the 2019 law

have touted the premium savings that would occur as a result of its passage.

Decades of Michigan case law make it abundantly clear that the no-fault statute/

as it existed at the time plaintiffs entered into contracts with their insurers, provided for

reimbursement for all reasonably necessary attendant care services, regardless of the

identity of the caregiver and without any hourly limitation. In this regard/ Van Marter v

American Fidelity Fire Ins Co, 114 Mich App 171 (1982) stands for the proposition that a
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stepmother was entitled to be compensated for the attendant care services that she

provided to her stepson, regardless of the fact that she was a family member and she had

no formal medical training. Nlanley v DAIIE, 425 Mich 140 (1986) reiterates the principle

that family members are entitled to be compensated for all reasonably necessary

attendant care services that they provide to an injured family member by holding that

the parents of injured children are not precluded from recovering compensation for

attendant care simply because they are legally obligated to support their minor children.

{See also Sharp v Preferred Risk Mutual Ins Co, 142 Mich App 499 (1985) (holding that a

mother was entitled to reimbursement for attendant care services she provided to her

adult son; Bonkozuski v Allstate Ins Co, 281 Mich App 154 (2008) (affirming a jury award of

over $1 million for father's providing of 24/7 attendant care to son following son's motor

vehicle accident); Hardrick v Auto Club Ins Ass'n, 294 Mich App 651 (2011) (holding that

parents are entitled to compensation for attendant care they provided to their son and

approving a jury instruction for attendant care cases that states: "Plaintiff can recover

benefits for care provided by member[s] of Plaintiffs family at its reasonable market value"), Brady

v Home-Ozuners Ins Co, unpublished per curiam opinion of the Court of Appeals/ issued

[fune 21, 2016]/ (Docket No. 324864)/ attached as Exhibit B, (holding that a mother was

entitled to be compensated for attendant care services she provided to her son).

Case law has further confirmed that other family members/ such as spouses/ are

entitled to be compensated for attendant care services they provide to an injured family

member. See, e.g. Booth v Auto-Owners Ins Co, 224 Mich App 724 (1997) (holding that

family members who rendered attendant care to their catastrophically injured relative
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who was also entitled to receive attendant care under the workers compensation act/ were

entitled to recover compensation under §3107(l)(a) for attendant care rendered by the

family above and beyond that which was compensable under the workers compensation

statute. In other words, the workers compensation limitations on attendant care are not

a cap on attendant care payable under the no-fault law); Douglas v Allstate Ins Co, 492

Mich 241 (2012) (holding that plaintiffs husband was entitled to compensation for

attendant care services he provided to injured wife); Attard v Citizens Ins Co of America,

237 Mich App 311 (1999) (holding that plaintiffs wife could be compensated for attendant

care services she provided to her husband); Visconti v DAIIE, 90 Mich App 477 (1979)

(holding that plaintiff could recover benefits from his no-fault insurer for personal care

services rendered by his wife who had quit her job to provide such care); Richard v Allstate

Ins Co/ unpublished per curiam opinion of the Court of Appeals/ issued [fune 21, 2012]/

(Docket No. 298650)/ attached as Exhibit C (holding that plaintiff's husband was entitled

to be reimbursed for attendant care services he provided to his wife even though she did

not bill him).

Similarly/ years of Michigan case law have stood for the precedent that motor

vehicle accident victims are entitled to be reimbursed for all reasonable charges they incur

for reasonably necessary products/ services, and accommodations for their care/ recovery/

or rehabilitation. Joseph v Auto Club Ins Ass'n, 491 Mich 200, 220; 815 NW2d 412 (2012).

Michigan courts have repeatedly confirmed that the only requirement to measure the

compensability of charges under the system is that of "reasonableness." In Auto Club Ins

Assn v Nezv York Life Ins, 440 Mich 126 (1992), the Supreme Court stated:
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"One zoay of containing those [health care] costs is for an insurer to place dollar
limits upon the amounts it zuill pay to doctors and hospitals for particular services.
While health and accident carriers generally are free to establish such
limits, a no fault insurer is not. Only the statutory qualification of
reasonableness limits the amount that must be paid by a no-fault carrier

for covered medical expenses.

Id. at 139 (emphasis added).

See also Advocacy Orgfor Patients and Providers v Auto Club Ins Ass'n, 257 Mich App 365

(2003) (holding that no-fault insurers are obligated to pay the reasonable and customary

amount charged by medical providers for services rendered to a motor vehicle accident

victim); Hicks v Citizens Ins Co of America, 204 Mich App 142 (1994) (holding that Citizens

may not rely on an unenforceable agreement to avoid its obligations as the assigned

insurer and is obligated to pay plaintiff the reasonable and customary charges incurred

for her medical expenses); Nassar v Auto Club Ins Ass'n, 435 Mich 33 (1990) (holding that

a no-fault insurer is liable for medical expenses that are a reasonable charge for

reasonably necessary products/ services/ and accommodations); Williams v Farm Bureau

Ins Co, unpublished per curiam opinion of the Court of Appeals, issued [August 28,2001],

(Docket No. 221119), attached as Exhibit D, (holding that a no-fault insurer is liable for

reasonable and customary charges.)

In determining what constitutes a reasonable charge/ Michigan courts have

specifically held that fee schedules and amounts paid by Medicare/ Medicaid/ workers'

compensation/ and private health insurance cannot be used to determine what

constitutes a reasonable charge. See Johnson v Michigan Mutual Ins Co/180 Mich App 314

(1989) (where Court rejected the no-fault insurer's argument that it was only obligated to
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pay hospital charges that would have been paid by Medicaid); Botsford General Hospital

and Noel v Citizens Ins Co, 195 Mich App 127 (1992) (holding that a no-fault insurer is not

entitled to limit reimbursement to a medical provider to only that which is paid by

Medicaid); Hicks v Citizens, 204 Mich App 142 (1994) (again holding that a no-fault insurer

cannot limit reimbursement to the amount that would be reimbursed by Medicaid);

Hofrnann v Auto Club Ins Ass'n, 111 Mich App 55 (1995) (where court rejected no-fault

insurer s argument that a reasonable charge is the amount the provider would have

received if private health insurance existed); Munson Medical Center v Auto Club Ass n, 218

Mich App 375 (1996) (holding that an insurer could not apply the workers compensation

fee schedules to determine its liability to pay allowable medical expenses); Mercy M.t

Clemens Corp v Auto Club Ins Ass'n, 219 Mich App 46 (1996) (holding that a no-fault insurer

cannot use the amounts customarily paid by third party payors/ such as workers

compensation/ Medicare/ Medicaid, Blue Cross Blue Shield/ HMOs and PPOs to

determine the no-fault insurer's liability).

III. Applying the 2019 no-fault amendments to plaintiffs results inabre

contract and a fundamentally unfair and inequitable windfall to insurers

that must be remedied.

It is fundamentally unfair and inequitable to retroactively apply the 2019

legislative limitations to plaintiffs. Plaintiffs purchased no-fault contracts that included

reimbursement for all reasonably necessary attendant care services and reimbursement

for all reasonable charges for necessary products, services/ and accommodations for their

care/ recovery, or rehabilitation. Plaintiffs paid a premium based on the risk assessment
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of the benefits that existed at the time the contracts were entered into. Plaintiffs right to

these benefits vested at the time of their motor vehicle accidents.

Based on the above-referenced case law/ it is clear that the statute as it existed at

the time plaintiffs entered into contracts with their no-fault insurers did not contain any

such limitations that the 2019 amendments are now attempting to impose. Retroactively

applying the 2019 amendments to plaintiffs constitutes a breach of contract under

Lafonatine. Furthermore, allowing insurers to retroactively change the benefits that

plaintiffs are entitled to after their contractual rights have vested and after they have paid

premiums for such benefits this results in an substantial windfall to insurers that must be

remedied.

CONCLUSION

In the instant case/ defendants filed a motion for summary disposition challenging

only the constihitional claims asserted in plaintiffs' complaint. In responding to that

motion/ plaintiffs requested the right to amend their complaint to state a claim, in addition

to the constitutional claims they originally asserted based on Lafontaine, as discussed

herein. On the basis of MCR 2.116(I)(5), the court was required to grant that request. The

court did not address this issue in its November 13, 2020 order/ nor touch upon plaintiffs

Lafontaine principle. Unless the court permits plaintiffs to amend their complaint to add

this argument, this case will not have been fully adjudicated and plaintiffs' grievances

will not have been fully addressed.

For these reasons/ plaintiffs request that the court reconsider its November 13,2020

decision dismissing plaintiffs' claims in their entirety and/ on reconsideration, allow
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plaintiffs the opportunity to amend their complaint, as is further discussed in plaintiffs'

Motion to Amend Complaint/ filed concurrently with this motion.
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STATEMENT OF FACTS

A. Ellen Anda i'v

On December 5, 2014, Ellen Andary was a pEis.senger in a motor vehicle which was struck

head-on by a drunk driver. /(/., ^]9. As a result of thai accident, Ms. Andary sul'fered severe injuries,

including a catastrophic brain injury. /(/., ^|10. The injuricK Ms. Andaiy suslaincd in the December

2014 accident have rendered her permanently disabled and incapable of caring for herself, ld.,'\\} 1 ,

Many years before the December 5, 2014 accident, Ellen Andary and her husband, Dr, Michael 'I'.

Andary, purcliayed an automobile no-fanlt policy of inyurancc throuyli USAA Casualty Insurance

Company ("USAA"). At the time of the accident, Ms, Anciary was instireU under this USAA no-fault

insurance policy. /c/.,<|l7. In. accordance with the allowable expense provision ot'the No-FauIt Act,

MCL 500.3107(1 )(a), (his policy provided for reimbursement of "all reasonable charges incurred for

reasonably necessary products, services and accommodations 1br [Ms, Andary s] care, recovery, or

rehabilitation," without regard to any government imposed fee schedule. M,p0. This policy i'urthcr

provided for all I'casonabie necessary attendant care services without any I imitations as to the identity

ol'her caregivers, /c/,, ^[19. The premium that Ms. Andaiy paid for this policy was priced and sold I

based upon the fact that said policy entitled her to these beneRts without regard to any limitations j

on (he identity of her providers or Einy fee schedule. Id. , '(21, Ms. Andary's right to these no-fault

PIP benefits vested as of the date of her December 5, 2014 motor vehicle accident. /(/.

Due to Ms, Andary's severe brain injury, doctors have prescribed 36-hours of in-homc

attendant care services. /(/., ^|12. 'I'hc inajorily of Ms. Andaiy's itt-homc attendant care has been

provided by members of her family, including her children and her husband. Id., ^|8, 13. The care

that Ms. Andary requires is very intimalc and personal. Her carcgivcrs amst assist hef with such
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things as dressing, bathing, and toiieting. In particular, Ms. Andary is given a daily suppository and

is assisted with completing a bowel program because other accident-relaled injuries, .she is prune

in developing urinary tract infections so her in-home carcgivcrs apply a vaginal cream to prevent

these infections. Urinalysis lcsts musl. be regularly performed to check fof these inleciions and olher

abnormalities.

While Ms. Andary has a severe brain injury, she is able to engage in superllcia!

conversations. She enjoys being around her friends and family, Ms. Andaiy is aware of the care that

is being provided to her and is further aware of the significant intrusions il imposes with regard to

her sense of personal privacy, Site has made coinmunls thai reflect that awareness. Consequenlly,

she is more comfortable with the care rendered to her by family and friends as opposed to strangers,

B. Phi!i^& Ccn(t;r

On March 10, 1990, Philip Krueger was involved in a motor vehicle accident while a

passenger in a pickup truck. Cotnplaint, <|*f26-27. In thai accident, Mr. Ki-ucgcr sustained multiple

injuries, including a severe traumatic brain injury which han left him permanently disabled and

incapable of taking Ciire of himsclt'. Id., ^[28, Prior lo the March 10, 1990 accident, Philip Krueger's

father, Ronald Krueger, purchased an automobile no-laiill policy of insurance through Citizens

Insurance Company of America ("Citizens"), At the time oF the accident, Philip Krueger was 18-

years old and resided with his father. Id., *|29. Accordingly, t-ic was insured under the Citizens no-

fault insurance policy as a resident relative of his father, In accordance with the allowable expense

provision of the no-laull act, MCL 500,31()7( l)(a), (his policy provided for reimbursement of "all

reasonable charges incurred for reasonably necessary products, services, and accommodations for

[Philip Krucgcr's'l care, recovery, or rchabililation" without regard to any government, imposed fee
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schedule. Id., ^j31 . The prcniiuin paid on behaH'orPhilip Krucgcr for this policy was priced and sold

based upon the fact thai said policy entitled Philip lo these benefits without regard to any I'ec

schedule, /c/., ^|32, Philip Krueger's right to these no-fault PIP benefits vested as oflhc date of his

March 10, 1990 motor vehicle accident. Id, Mr. Kruegcr's right to llicse benefits vested as of the

date of his March 1990 accident. Id,

In November 1997, Mr. K.rucgcr became a resident of the Ann Arbor facility of the

Eiscnhowcr Center. Jif., <|37. The Ei-senhower Center is an entity (hut specializes in providing

rehabililsitive products and services for individuals who liavc suffered traumatic brain injuries. Id,

^[33. Among the services that the Eiscnhower Center provides are inpatient living accominodation.s

for individuals who have suslaincd brain injuries and who, like Mr, Kruegec, are inoiipable ol living

independently. M, ^34-35.

When Mr. Kruegcc became a resident of'Eisenhower Center, they entered into a contract

under which Risenhower Center agreed lo provide the necessary services and accommodations for

ills recovery and rehabilitation, A/., *j38. At the time this contractual rctalionship was entered into

and conlinuing through today, the funding for the services that Eisenhower Center provided to Mr.

Kruegcr comes from Citi/.ens by virtue oflhe insurance policy (hat was in effect, at the time of his

March 1990 accident and through the provisions of Michigan' s no-faull act, MCL 500,3 101, el se.(/.

Mr, Krueger represents a typical Eiyenhower Cenlerpatient, The vayl majority oi Eiyenhuwer

Center's residential patients have .sufTered di.sabilities, and in parlicular brain injuries, as a resull of

motor vehicle accidents, Id,, p6. At the time the complaint in this case was filed, the Eisenhowcr

Center had 156 residential patients. Of that number, approximately 130 are motor vehicle accident

victims whose rehabilitation and care is funded by benefits payable under Michigan's no-fauil act.
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/(/, Most of the paticnls tliat the Eisenliower Center treats have severe behavioral issues as a result

of brain injuries, Flsenhower Center is one of (he few residential centers with ihc Eibilily to treat

such patient.s,

C. Chanecs To Tlie No-Fault Act

On January 15, 2019, Senate Bill 1 (SB-1) to amend the insurance code of 1956 was

inlroduccd by Senator Aric Nesbitl and rci'ci-red to the Commitl.cc on Insurance and Banking. The

Committee held hearings prior to reporting out (he Bill, but there were no opportunities for the

general pubiic to testify on the bill's subject matter. Stukehokiors" testimony way by invitation of

the chair only and was on certain specific policy issues and/or questions, On the mot'ning of May

7,2019,the Senate Coinmiltcc on Jnsurancc and Banking scheduled a meeting to take up SB-1, The

Committee did not take any public, testimony, The Committee quickly adopted a .substitute for SH- 1

(S-l). and reported it out of Committee. No copies of (his substitute bill were made available to (he

public,

'Typically, coinmittcc reports are laid over for a day or two prior to further deliberations on

the Senate floor. However, SB-1 was quickly taken up during the regularly scheduled Senate

session, which began at 10 a.m. tlie same day it was reported out of Committee, The mles were

suspended to allow SB-1 to be placed on Ihc General Orders Calendar. The Bill then moved t:o a

Third Reading. Again, the rules were suspended and SB-1 was placed on immediate passage, which

it did. SB-1 was traiismitlcd to the House of Representatives that same day, May 7,2019, SB- 1 was

read in and referred to the House Select Committee on Reducing Car Insurance Rates the next day,

May 8, 2019. On May 15, 2019 the Sclccl CommiStcc met and reported out SB-1 (with a House

Substitute II-t). Again, there was no public input at the hearing and no advance copies were made
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available to (he public for review.

Buck room discussions with (he Gcivcrnnt't Speaker oflhu 1 louse, and Senate Majority Leader

culminated in a deal reached in the late evening of May 23, 2019, In the early murning of May 24,

2019, Kevin McKinncy, LegLslativc Coordinator for one of the intcreiitcd groups, the Coalition

Protecting Anlo No-Fault (CPAN), was called into the. Governor'y office lo be "briefed" on the

overall agreement. At this time, the ugi-eemenl was in outline form only and was not fully drat'led.

Following thi.s May 24, 2019 meeting, the House Democralic Caucus was briefed by the

Governor's office on (he comproniise, At thi.s liinc, the Legislalive Service Bureau was still working

on dralling the final agreement, so the Bill was slill in outline form and the language was not shared

during this brieling either.

Finally, copies of the Bill were made available and were online later that day. Some of the

key changes included the imposition of the MCL 500.3157(7)'s Ice schedule I'or non-Medicare

compensablc services. The Governor and Senate and House leadership took the position that this

Bill was going tu be pusscd that sume clay, nnd 'AS such, no an'>cn<.lincnls would be supported.

Therefore, most House members could not even offer corrective or clarifying amendments since they

would be useless.

I.aler in the day on May 24, 2019, the House pasyecl the Bill and gave it immediate eflcct,

Following this, in the late at'tcrnoon of May 24, 2019, the Senate concurred with the House

Substitute to SB-1 and the Bill was passed, The Bill was signed into law by Governor Whitmer and

filed with the Secfetary of Stale, becoming law on June 11, 2019,

As can be seen from this brief lcgislalivc history, this Bill was passed with enormous speed,

behind closed doors, and wi(h no public comment. Members of Legislature were not even given an
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npporUinity to comincl-il on the Bill and proposed changes.

Among the cliargcs contained in the Final version of (.lie bill was a limitation on in-home

at.lcndanl care services Ihal can be provided by anyone who has a family, business or social

rclatiunship with the injurecl party, regardless of whether or not this care is being provided through

a licensed agency. Id,, ^42. 'This amendment of the act, now codified in MCL 500.3157(10),

provides that no-fauli beneIlLs are not payable for in-homc attendant care provided by "[a|n

individual who is domiciled in the household of the injured person," or "[a]n individual with whom

the injured person had a business or .social relation&'hip before the injury," MCL 500,31 57(10),'

The limitation on tarnily-providcd in-home altenclanl care does not go into eff'ecl until July

2021, But, as written, the new limilalion contained in §3157(10) will apply to victims of motor

vehicle accidents such as Ms. Anclary, who were injured prior to the dale llie 2019 amcndmenls to

the act took efl'ect This means that, as of July 2021, My, Andary will presumably no longer be

entitled to receive reimbursement for in-homc (ainily-provided attendant care beyond the 56-hours

per week allowed by §3 157(10). Accordingly, this limitation fundamentally changes Ms. Andary's

rights under her policy of insurance with USA.A in elfect as of the date of her motor vehicle accident.

The 2019 amendments of" (he no-fault act have also dramatically limited the reimbursement

(or a provider of medical service.s lo inctividuals injured in automobile accidents. The 2019

amendments have accomplished (his through the creation ol fee schedules, Complaint, 1146. These

fee schedules, which are contained in MCL 500,3157(2) and (7), set out maximum amounts that a

physician, hospital, clinic or other person can charge for the care. and treatment of accident-relatcd

The type ofatlcndant care covered in MCL 500.3 157(10) is hereinafter referred to in this
brief as "in home family provided altcndanl care," even though ihc stnlnte excludes more

than just famiiy members from providing such care.
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injuries, The lee schedules established by (he 2019 atnendments are divided into two categories. If

the trculmcnl or services being pruviiiud arc vovcred by Medicare, tlic, maximum amount that a

provider can be reimbursed for ihe services it provides to motor vehicle accident victims after July

2021, is 200% of the amount payable under Medicare. MCL 500.3157(2). These reimburyemcnt

rates are further reduced lu 195% in 2022 and 1.90% in 2023 and beyond. It'Medicare does not

provide coverage for a particular service, the maximum amount thul the provider van be ruimbursecl

for the services it provides to motor vehicle accident victims beginning in July 2021, is 55% of (lie

iimounl that the provider charged for the treatment as ot January 1, 2019, MCL 500.3157(7). This

reimbursement rate is further reduced to 54% in 2022 and 52.5% in 2023 and beyond.

The fee schedule for non-Medicare compensablc services addressed in §3157(7)

fundamentally chaiigcs the fights of Ms. Andaiy and Mr. ICceuger under (heir policies ol'no-fanlt

inyuruncc (liat were in effect as of the date of their accidents, These fee schedules also fundamental ly

impair the rights of Eiscnhower Center to be rciinbursccl for all reasonable charges it renders to

motor vehicle accident victims that it has been treating berore these fee schedules were enac.led as

well as palients it will Ircat in (he fulurc,

On October 3,2019, plaintifTy Ellen Andary and Pliilip Krucger Hted lhi.s action against thcir

respective insurance companies, seeking a declaration that the limitation on in-home I'amily-providcd

attendant care in MCL 500.3157(10) and the non-Medicare fee schedule limitalions of MCL

500,3157(7) cannot be constitutionally enforced in derogation of the vested contractual rights the

plaintiffs possess under the insurance policies defendants sold to (hem prior to the enactment oflhc

2019 legislation, RLsenhower Center further seeks a declaration that Ihe non-Medicarc t'e.e schedule

limitations of MCL 500.3157(7} cannot be enforced in derogation of its vested contractual rights
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under an express or implied contracl with Philip Krucger that has been in effect since Mr. Kmeger

fir.sl bccurne u resident uf Ei.scnliowcr Center. Plaintift's have alleged that application of these

amendments would be. a violation of plaintiffs' constituljonal rights under the Contract Clause of the

Michigan Conslitulion, Consl, 1963, art, I, §10.

EHen AndaryandPhilip Krueger further seek a declaration thatMCL 500.3157(7) and (10)

deprive them of their due process rights to privacy and bodily integrity in violation of article 1, § 17

ol the Michigan Constitution, by limiling Iheir access 10 care and thuir ability to choose medical

providers that render intimate and personal care. Eiisenhowcr Center seeks a declaration that its due

process right to property is violated by the imposition of oppressive, unsustainable price controls in

the form of MCL 500,3157(7)'s tec schedules that will cause Eisenhower Center to go out of

bLiyinc.sy,

Ms, Anclary and Mr, Kmcgcr seek a dcclaralion that §3 1 57(7) and (10) violate the Equal

Protection Clause ol the Michigan Conslitulion, Const. 1963, art, 1, §2. The attendant care limitation

treats Ms. Andary differently than other similarly situated motor vehicle accident victims by limiting

her right to access reasonably necessary aUcndant care provided by family members In contrast to

other patients who receive reasonably necessary attendant care from cominercial agencies, n-ic

complaint further asserts that (he tec schedule limitations of §3135(7) violate the equal protection

rights of. M.s. Amlary and Mr. Krueger, who bath receive non-Medicare compenHable services, by

treating them differently than other motor vehicle accident victims who only receive Medicare

compcnsablc services.

Finally, Eiscnhower Center also seeks a declaration thai its equal protection rights are

violated by §3157(7) by dramatically reducing its right to reimbursement as a provider ofnon-
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Medicare compcnsablc services, in contrasl to other providers thai only render Medicare

compensable services,

In lieu of tiling an answer to plaintilfs' complaint, defendants have filed a motion to dismiss

based on MCR 2.11 6(C)(8). For (he reason ,s dial' follow, defendants' motion should be. denied.

ARfiUMRNT

I. STANDARDS GOVERNING A MOTION FILED UNDER MCR
2.116(C) (8).

The defendants' motion to dismiss is predicated exclusively on MCR.2, 116(C)(8). It has been

filed at ihc very earliest stage of these proceedings, before any diycovery has been conducted,

A motion filed under MCR 2.118(C)(8) "tests the legal sufficiency of the complaint on (he

basis of the pleadings alone," Co/'k'y v District Boarc) ql Ecfucafion, 470 Mich 274,277; 681 NW2cl

342 (2004). The Michigan Supreme Court in its recent decision in Et-Khalii vs Oaht'ooif

Hcallhcarc, !m, 504 Midi 1 52; 934 NW2d 665 (2019), outlined (he .standardy that govern a court's

review of a motion filed under MC'R 2.116(C)(8). In considering such a motion, "a trial court must

accept all factual allegations as true, deciding the motion on the pleadings alone." 504 Mich at 160.

The Court must also con.struc the allegations contained in the complaint in the light most favorable

to the plainlifls. Knziuir v Rc.ikshu Corp, 481 Midi 169, 176; 750 NW2d 121 (2008). In KI-KiuiUI,

the Court cmphcLsiy.ed the dilTerence between a motion Filed under MCR 2.116(C)(8) and une tlial

is based on MCR 2.1 16(C)(10): "A inotion under MCR 2,116(C)(8) tcsty the leguLuiffkiency ol~a

claim based on ihc factual allcgationy in (he complaint.. . A motion under MCR 2.116(C)(10), on

the other hand, test.s ^efcicimi/.'infficfeiicyois claim." 504 Mich at 1 59-160 (emphasis in original).

Thus, at this early stage in tliis litigation, the sale question presented to the court is whether the

allegations in pldintiffs' complaint are legally sufficient, not whether there are sufficient facts to
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support these claims.

Dismissal under MCR 2.116(C)(8) is proper only if plaintiffs' claims are "so clearly

unenforceable thai no factual development could possibly justify recovery." EI-Kha/il, 504 Mich

at 160. Kuznw, 481 Midi at 176; HuyneA-v Nesfwvat, 477 Mich 29, 34; 729NW2d 488 (2012).

The standards governing a molion nicd under MCR 2,116(C)(8) as described in these

Supreme Court casc.s raise the first signilicant question that the couil mtisl address in defendants'

MCR 2.1 16(C)(8) motion" whether lurthcr factual development ofthese constitutional issues should

be allowed before the court addressey the signincanl constitutional issues raised in this case.

In considering whether the court should decline to address the constitutional questions raised

in [his ciise until the facts have been more fu\\y developed, it is important to note that when the no-

faull act was initially enacted in 1973, the constitutionality of that act was challenged. These

constUutiorml chalkngey we're ultimately (.Ivcidcd by the Michigan Sujircmc Court in Shavers v

Altomey General, 402 Midi 5 54; 267 NW2d 72 ( 1978), But, the constitutional challenges presented

in Shavers only reached (lie Supreme Court after f.'ull development oflhe facts and a trial.

In Shtivrrx, the Supreme Court considered clue proces.s and equal protection chotlenges to the

no-fault act. The Court acknowledged that the act was cloaked with a rcbuttable presumption of

constituliotitility and that judicial review of clue process and equal proteclion challenges was

deferential, 402 Midi at 613-614, Despite these considerations, the Court in Shavers slrcssccl the

need for factual development of the plaintiffs' constitutional claims:

There arc, however, instances in which police jxnver legislativejudgments cannot be

affirmed or rejected on tlie basis of purely legal arguments or indisputable, generally
known or easily ascertainablc facts which can be Judicially noticed. In such
instances, (he facts upon which the existence of a rational basis for the legislative
judgment arc predicated "may properly be made Ihe .subject of judicial inquiry"
(Unileil States v. Ccirok'ne Products, sitpt'ci, 304 U.S. 153, 58 S. Ct. 7S4.) r/w-v, ci
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ciwr/ may require a trial f;o thai It may eslahlish advqnatc findings oj facts to
c/f ternnfH' w/iciher, on (he one. lunu.f, plainltffs have ahown fuels tvhn.'h revf.u! thcit- the

legislative jud^menf i.y witlwitl ratunwl basis, or, on the other hand, wheiher there

is any reciKonahle atale of facts on the record which can he produced in support of
the ]c^ifilative Jwfgment,

Such an appronch is [wrlicularly necessary when the challenged police power
legisfaiiwi ii hnportanf, complicated, novel or t'xporimentaf legis/afion.

Shavfi'f:, 402 Midi at 614-15 (emphasis added).

The Supreme Court in Shuverx then cited with favor Ihc United Stales Supreme Court'4;

decision in Bon/en '.v Farm Proihic(.v Co, Inc v Balciwin, 293 US 194 (1934), which also emphasi/cd

thu need for faclual dcvulopment when presented with a uonslitutional challenge to a statute;

(W)here the legislative action is suitably challenged, and a rational basis for it is
predicated upon (lie particular economic facts of a given trade or industry, which are
outside the sphere ol'judicial nolice, lliese facts arc properly (he subjccl ot evidence
and of findings. With the notable expansion of (he scope of governmental regulation,

and the consequent assertion of violation of constilulional rightii, it is increayingly
important that when it becomes necessary for the Court to deal with the facts relating
(o particular commercial or indussU'iiil conditions, they should be presented wncrctely
with appropriale detcnninalions upon evidence, so that conclusions shall not be
readied without adcqyntc factual support.

402 Midi at 616, quoting Borden 's Fat-m, 293 US at 213.

Thus. (lie Court in Shavers concluded that "it is inexpedicnt t'o dcterniine grave conslilulional

qncslions upon a demurrcr to a complaint, or upon an equivalent motion, if there is a reasonable

likelihood that the production of evidence wilt make the answer to the questions clearer," Id.,

quoting Kordm '.v Farm Proclucls, 293 US at 213, The Suprenie Court has expressed similar views

of the need for full factual dcvelopmenl of constitutional issues in other cases, VQI' example, in

Michigan Cwners cfr Freezer.v Ax.\ 'n v Agriciilliiral Mwkelmg & BargnininK Bawd, 397 Mich 337;

245 NW2d 1 (1976), (lie Court when presented with a constitutional challenge, obscrvc.d that "ftlo

resolve these significant i.ssues in such a vacuum would be imprudent where it appears that further
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ftictual development would .substantiaily contribute to the proper disposition of the case, Id, at. 343 ,

Based on (lie Supreme Court's initial exuminalion ol (he constilulionalily of the no-fhnlt aci

in Shavers, this Court should deny the defendants' motion withoul prejudice and allow for the full

development ofthc factual record bearing on (he constitutional issues raised in this case,

II. THK RECENTLY ENACTED AMENDMENTS TO THE NO-FAULT
ACT VIOLATE THE VESTED CONTRACT RIGHTS OF
PLAINTIFFS AND ARE UNCONSTITUTIONAL UNDER THE
CONTRACT CLAUSE OF THE MlCHICiAN CONSTITUTION.

Each of the plaintiffs has iisycrtcd claims based on the Contract Clause ot the Michigan

Constitution, Const. 1963, art 1, §10. That provision ofllic Michigan Constitution .states: "No bill

of attaindcr, ex post ractn law or law impairing the obligation of contract shall be enacted." Const.

1963, arl, 1, 1 (I. l-h'.allh Care Ass '« IVnrkc't'.v Comp Fum.1 v Directof of ifie Bnreciu oj Workers Comp,

265 Midi App 236,240; 694 NW2d 761 (2005). c;[T]hc puniose oflhe Conlrac.t Clause is to prutect

bargains reached by parties by prohibiting states from enacting laws that interfere with preexisting

contractual arrangements." In re Curlifled Question, 447 Midi 765, 777; 527 NW2d 468 (1994)

citing Allh'd StmcSitralSlvel Co v Sfnnwtiu.v, 438 US 234,242 (1978). The Supreme Court has also

explained that the Contract Clause was designed to ensure that "|v]cstcd fights acquired under

contract muy not be destroyed by subsequent State legislation or even by amendment of the State

Cotislilulion." Campbvll v MtchiKtin JiidKen Reliremcnt Board, 378 Mich 169, 180: 143 NW2d 755

(1966); //; re Cerfi/sed Q.nvstion, 447 Midi 765, 776; 527 NW2d 468 (1994) ((tthc purpose of the

contract clause is to protect bargain.s reached by pat'tics by prohibiting state;, from enacting laws that

interfere with preexisting contractual arrangements. ).

One of the unique features of Michigan's no-lault act when it was originally passed in 1 973

is that it allowed unlimited lifclimc benefits for all "reasonable changes incurred for reasonably

12
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nevessury products, services, and accommodations for an injured person's care, recovery, or

rehabilitation," MCL 500.3107, Joseph vAii!o Chib !m /i,s'.s' 'n, 491 Mich 200, 220; 815 NW2d 412

(2012). Years of MJchigan case law has confinnecl that theye benellts include all reasonably

necessary attendant, care services, regardless of the identity of the provider, Michigan case law has

spccifical ly contirmcd I'hat fainily niembers who provide in-homc attendant care scrvice.s are entitled

to reimbursement For their services. In this regard, VanMarter vAmcficun FickiifyFirc Ins Co, 114

Mich App 171 (1982) stands for the proposition that a stepmolhcr was entitled to be compensated

for the attendant care services that. she provided to her stepson, regardless of (he fact that she was

a family member and she had no formal medical training. Mcmley v DA11E, 425 Mich 140 (1986)

reiterates the principle that family incinbers are entitled to be compensated for ali reasonably

ncccysary attendant care surviccs that they provide to an injured family meniber by holding that the

parents of injured children are no! precluded from recovering compensation for attendant care simply

because, they are legally obligftted to support their minor children, (See ulso Stwrp v Preferred Risk

Mulual //?,? Co, 142 Midi App 499 (1985) (holding that a mother was entitled to reimbursement for

aUendant care services she provided to her adult son), Cusc law has further confirmed that a husband

or wife is entitled (o be compensated for attendant care servicey lie or .she provides to an injured

spouse. Douglas v Allstatc. Im'Co, 492Mich 241 (2Q[2)-,/lftard v CifizetL'i fns Co oj Aineticu, 237

Mich App 311 (1999). Therefore, the long line oi'appelldte decisions prior (o the cnactmcnl of the

2019 reforms clearly establish that MCL 500.3017(l)(a) entitles an injured pet'son to be reimbursed

for every single hour of in home aueticlant care thai was reasonably necessary, without regard to the

identity of (he care provider and without regard to any daily or weekly hour limitations,

Based on this case law, it is clear that under Ellen Andary's policy of no-fault insurance with

13
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USAA lha< wns in cifcct at the time oi her December 2014 accident, she had a clcur unequivocal

righl to have all pre.scribed in-liome tUtendant services provided her lamily members and friends be

reimbursed, as long as those services were necessitated by accicleiit-relaled injuries, t-I.er right to all

reasonably necessary in-homc family-providcd attcnd<ini care vested as of the date of her accident,

Similarly, years of Michigan case law have stood for (he precedent (hat motor vehicle

accident victims arc entitled to be reimbursed for all reasonable charges they iticur for reasonably

neceysnry products, services, and accommodalion.s for their care, recovery, or rehabilitation.. hseph

vAufo Club !w Aas >n, 491 Midi 200,220; 815 NW2d 412 (2012), In determining what constitutes

a reasonable charge, Mic.hig.an courts have specifically held that fee schedules and amounts paid by

Medicare, Medicaid, workers' compcnsalion, and private health insurance cannot be used to

determine, what constitutes a reasonable charge. See John.wn v Michi^im Mutnci! Ins Co, 180 Midi

App 314 (1989) (where Court rejected the no-fanll insurer's argument that it was only obligated to

pay hospital charges that would have bee paid by Medicaid); Hofmam-i v Auto Club Ins Ass '11, 211

Mich App 55 (1995) (where Court rejected nQ-fault insurer's argument that a reasonable charge is

the amount the provider would have fcceivcd if private health insurance existed); Mnnsoi'i Mec/ical

Center v Auto Club /im'it, 218 Midi App 375 (1996) (where Court held that an insurer could not

apply the workers' compensation fee schedules to determine its tiabittiy to pay allowable medical

expenses); Mercy Mi Clemc'ns Carp v Auto Club Ins /iss 'n, 219 Mich App 46 (1996) (where Court

held that a no-fault insurer cannot use the amounts customarily paid by third party payers, such as

workers' compensation, K4cdicare, Mcdicaid, Blue Cross liluc Shield, I IMOs and Pl>0s to determine

the no-lault insurer's liability).

Thus, when Ms. Andary and her husband purchased (he insurance policy from USAA that

14
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Wiis in eflcct ill the lime of her December 2014 accident, she had the unequivocal right to have all

medical expenses reimbursed by USAA at a "reasonable charge" without any fee schedules. The

same was (rue wilh respect to Mr. K-ruegef based on the insurance policy with Citizens that way in

effect at the time ol: his March 1990 accident. Ms. Andary and Mr, Krueger paid premiums for their

insurance policies to secure their unequivocal rights to have all "reasonable charges" reimbursed.

Finally, Eisenhower Cenler has conlractual rights that are being violuted by Ihc recent

amendments to §3135. Specifically, Eisenhower Center entered into a contract, express or implied.

with Mr. Krucger when lie became a rcsidcnl in its facility in 1997. That contract obligated Mr.

Krueyer to puy all of Eiscnhowcr Ccntcr'.s "reasonable charges" for reasonably necessary pt'oducts,

services and accommodations of his care, rccovciy or rehabilitation. Under Mr. Kruegcr's no-fault

inyurance policy. Citizens is cond'actually obligated to reimburse Mr. K-ruegcr lortlie reaiionable

charges lie incur;,' from Eisenhower Center withoul regard to any fee schedule. Therefore,

Eiscnhowcr Center lias a vested contractual right and entitlement to ryimburscincnt for all reasonable

charges for reasonably necessary accommodations it supplies to Mr. Kmeyer wilhout regard to any

fee schedules. This right vested when Mr, K.mcger became a resident ol Eiscnhower Center,

In their motion forsummary disposition, defendants have first sugge-sled thai plaintiffs cannot

establish the Hrst e.ssenn'al component of a Contract Clause claim - the existence of enforceable

contract-based fights. Relying on (he Court of Appeals decision in Bronson Health Care Group, fnc

v Stale Auto Properly & Casualty fns Co, __ Midi App _; _ NW2d _ (2019), defendants

conlend that Ihe actual source of (he benefits that plaintiffs arc claiming in this case is nof the

contract that exists between Ms. Anclary and USAA or between Mr. Kruegcr and Citizens. Rather,

defendants contend on the basis of Rrom'on Health that it is Ihe no-fault act itsel f (hat provides these
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benefits lo the plaintiffs. Defs' Brl', at 30-31. This argument has no merit.

The short answer to this argument is that if there had been no auto insurance policy in

cxiytencc between Ms, Andary and USAA on December 5,20 14, USAA would have no obligation

to pay any of the no-faull bcneHt.s that. il has paid on her behalf over the last five years, The same

holds true for Mr. Kruegcr; if he was not covered by a Citizens insurance policy as of March 10,

1990, Citimis would not have paid any of tlic no-fault benditii it has been obligated to pay for the

last thirty years. Thus, contrary to defen.daiUs' contention, the existence of a conl.ract between Ms.

Andary and Mr. Krcuger and their insurcds is absolutely essential to llie benefity lliat they arc

claiming herein.

There is without question a relationship between automobile insurance policies issued in this

state and the no-laull act; that act prescribes the rnin.im.um no-fault coverage that each Michigan

automobile insurance policy must provide. See Rohlmw v flctwkeyt'-Security, fm, 442 Midi 520,

530, In, 10; 502 NW2d 310(1993), But, with ccrfain exceptions not applicable, here, for a party to

ylaim no-faull benefits against an insurer, there must be a contractual rclalion.ship between thai

insurer and the insured.

There is one other fundamental principle of contract law that comes into play in (his case,

This principle is demonstrated in the Michigan Supreme Court's decision in La/bnianie Suline, Inc

1.- Chiyslcf Group, UC, 496 Midi 26; 852 NW2d 78 (2014). In (hat case, the plaintiff was an

authorized dealer of cars inanufaclurecf by Chryyler under a contract that the parties signed in 2007.

At the time the contract was signed, a provision in the Molor Vehicle Dealer Acl (MVDA), MCL

445.1566(l)(a), prohibited a vehicle manufacturer from conlracting with another dealer to sell its

vehicles within a six mile radius of an existing dealership. In 2010, the MVDA was amended and

16
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the distance between an existing dealership iincl a potential new dealership was extended to nine

miles, [•'allowing (lie 2010 amendment of (he MVDA, Chrysk'r sought lu cnlcr inlo an agreement

with a new dealership thai. was to be located more than six miles from the plaintiff's dealerahip, but

less than nine. Plaintiff sued Chryslcr to block the new dealership, arguing that (lie nine mile radius

reflected in (he 2010 amendment ol'lhe MVDA precluded the proposed new dealership location,

The issue presented (o the Supreme Court in Lqfbnfabn' was which version of (lie MVDA

would apply to plaintin s claim, the .s'ix-miie radius provided in the pre-2010 MVDA or the mne-

mile radius provided by the statute in its amended form, The Supreme Court held in Lafoiifaine that

die parties interests were governed by the conti'tict thcit they entered into in 2007. The Supreme Court

concluded (liat the six-mile radius in effect at the time Ihc parties entered into that contract would

control based on a principle that it utnu'aclcrizcd a.s "well settled"';

"the obligation of a contract consisted in its binding force on the party who makes it.
This (kpends upon the la\w m existence when it ?',v made. They we. necessarily

referred to in cili conl facts, and form a part oj them, as the measure oj obliffit ion lo
perform them hy the one. party cmd right acquired hy the of/u'r." The doctrine

asserted in that case . . . applies to laws in reference to which the contract is made,

mx! fomiing a part of tlic conlract.

496 Midi a.t 35-36 (emphasis in original), quoting
Crane v Hwcty, 1 Mich 56, 62-63 (1848); sec also

VonHtiffiium vCiiyofQui/scy, 71 US 535, 540(1866).

Lufmiimnti teaches that (hecontnn.-ts tliat K'Ls, Andary and Mr. Krueger entered into with their

insurers prior to (heir accidents nn.i.vl be rcui) in vonjunction with the law that existed nt the time

(hose contracts we/'v c'nseffci. cf RohSmun, 442 Mich at 525, Hi. 3 (in con.slruiny a case based on (he

no-fault act, 'l[t|he policy and Ihe statutes relating (hereto must be read and construed together as

though the statutes were a part of (he contract."). This means that under the reasoning in Ld/'orsl.ciiiK',

the policies thai (lie plaintiffs entered into have lo be read as incorporating the provisions of; (he no-

17
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Caull act as of the date ihosc contracts were entered into.2

In ciyscyymg constitutional challenges based on the Contract Clause, Michigan Courts have

adopted a three-pronged test:

The first prong considers whether the state law has operated as a substantial
impairment ol a contractual relationship. The second prong requires that legislative

disruption of contractual expectancies be necessary to the public goud. The third
prong requires that the means chosen by the Legislature to address the public need
be reasonable.

Health Care ASK 'n Workers Comp Fnmf, 265
Mich/\ppat241.

Miuhigan Courls liEive adopted precedents from [he United States Supreme Court which have

recogni'/ed what inighl be described as a sliding scale in applying this three part test: "The severity

of the impairment determines the height of tile hurdle the act must clear," VanSloolen v Larsen. 410

M.ich 21, 39; 299 NW2d 704 (1980), citing Spcwmnis, 438 US at 244-245; see ulso Klw Cross and

Blue Shield, 422 Mich at 21 ("The severity of the irnpairmenl is said to increase (he level of scrutiny

to which the legislation will be subjected.").

Here, the first prong of (he three point test is satisfied. Application of §3135's 2019

amendments to the claims of Ms. Andary and Mr. Krueger would directly impact contractual rights

Ihai have vested for years. Where, as here, the legislative impairment of a conlracl is severe, "then

to be upheld it must be alTirmativcly shown that (I) there is a Kignificanl and legitimate public

purpose for (lie regulation and (2) that the means adopted to implement (lie legislation are reasonably

Based on the reasoning expressed by the Supreme Court in LuFontwne and a number of

prior decisions cited in tliat opinion, 496 Mich at 36, fn. 18, plaintiffs request the right
under MCR 2.1 l6(I)(5) to amend their complaint to seek a dcclaration (hat it would
constitute a breach ol'contract i'or (he defendants (o pay benerils differently after June

2021.

18
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related to the public purpose," Heallh Care Asy 'n Workers Comp Fund, 265 Micl-i App at 241 (citing

Wuyne Co Bel of Coinm lrs v Wayiw Co Airpurl Anth, 253 Mich App 144, 163-164; 658 NW2d 804

(2002), citing B!ue Cross & Blue Shield, 422 Midi at 23,

The next section of this brief will discuss (he "ftdoual basis" test that may be applied where

due process and equal protection chaHcnges are raised. It is important to note thut the test for a

Contract Clause claim cli ffers subslantially from (his rational basis test. The rational basis test of due

process and equal protection "does; not test the wisdom, need, or appropriateness of the legislation,

or whether the classification is made wit'h "malhematical nicely.. .'" Crego v Colemcin, 413 Mich

248,260; 615 NW2cl 218 (2000), Thu same is not true ol: a cliallengc based on (he Contracl Clause.

Wh.crc legislation clircctly impacts on a conimclual relationship, Ihe defendant must show that

the law is "necessary" and that it is reasundbly tailored to the achievement of thai "necessary" goal.

The iMicliigan appellate courts have expressed this point in vuriouy ways, For example in Selk v

Oei.rolt Plwiic Pt-wiucls, 419 Midi I; 345 NW2d 184 (1984), the Supreme Courl indicalcd that the

direct legislative alteration ofacontractua! obligalion "is pcnnissible if the [eg.islation is necessary

to mccl a broad and prcs.sing social need and is reasonably related to tlml goal." /(/., at 13: aef ciiso

Hea/lh Ccif'e AssocicKidn, 265 Mich App at 241 ("The second prong requires thai legislative

disruption of cofiKtilutional expectancies be necessary to the public good. ); Coi.mly (?/ Ingham v

MlchiKtW Coimty Roud Commis.\ion Sclf-hminmce Pool, 321 Mich App 574, 583; 909 NW2d 533

(2017) ("A statute that substantially impairs a contractual relationship is unconstitutional unless the

statutory impairment serves 'a significant and legitimate public purpose and .. . the means adopted

to implement the legislation arc reasonably related to the public purpose.'").

'['he enhanced level of judicial scrutiny in a Contract Clause claim is aptly renected in

19
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Michigan Supreme Court's most recent decision with respect to (hat constitutional provision. In

AFF Michigan v St a tv ofMichignn (On Rcimfmi), 315 Midi App 602; 904 NW2d 417 (2017), (he

Court, of Appeals considered a Contracl Clause challenge to an amendrnenl oflhe Public School

Bmployccs R.ctiremenl Act (PRRA), MCI. 38,1301, d seq. That amendment required all current

public school employees to contribute 3% of their salaries la ihe Miclugan Public School

Employees' Retirement System. This mandatory salary reduction was at odds with llie contracts that

individual employees had signed whh (heir einploycrs, The plaintif'is in /(/'"/ Michigan challenged

the mandatory contributions called for by the PERA amendment as uncon.stitutional under the

Michigan Consliluiiorry Contract Clause.

The Court ol Appeals agreed willi the plaintift's and concluded that the amendment, WEIS

unconstitutionul under the Conu'act Clause, The panel in AFT Michigcm recognised that tlie

mandatory contribution was not a broad regulation ''that impinges on certain cuntractua] obligations

by happcnslance or as a collateral matter. R.ather, the statute dJrectly and purpoHefully required that

ceitain emplayer.s not pay conlraclcd-fur wages," 315 Mich /\pp at 616. Tlie same is true here. The

2019 amendments of the no-fault, if applied to Ms. Anciary and Mr. Kt-ueyer, do not allcr (heir

existing conlracUml rights "by happcnstancc or as a collateral matter," Rather,, if applied to the

plaintiffs, they "directly and purposely" alter their vested contractual rights.

Under such circumstances, the Court of Appeals held in Alrl Mlchiyin that the Stale of

Michigan had lo make fhc following showing to save the PKRA Eimcndnicnt from a Conlract Clause

challenge:

[n order to dcl.crminc whether that impairm.ctit violates the Contracts Clause, we inusl

determine whether (he state has shown that it did not: "(I) 'consider impairing the,,,
contracts on par with other policy alternatives' or (2) 'impose a drastic impairment
when un evident and more moderate course would serve its purpose equally well,' nor
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"the legislative resolution in early 1982 purporting to interpret § 354 put the defendants on notice

that the Legislature might seek to prevent the coordination of benefits for pre-1982 injuries if efforts

lo achieve this result failed in the courts," it detefinined that "[sjince the [clerendant] employer was

aware of the likely altcral.ion of the coordination of benefits provi.sion, the [contractual] impairment

cannot be deemed substantial." 436 Mich at 535.

In (he instant case, plainli ffs did not have years of notice that the Legislature would, for the

Hrst time, severely diminish altcndant-carc bcnefity, As noted previously, the 2019 amendments to

(.lie no-l'aull act were paysvd swiniy, behind ctoyccl doory, and with no opporlunily for public

comment. Members of the Legislature were not even given the opporuinily lo coinmenl on the bill

and (lie proposed chtingcs.

Furthermore, Rornein is clearly distinguishable from Ihe instant case, Romein involves

workers' compensation bcnclits, which are not payable to accident victims pursuant to insurance

policies that those victims purchased. Rather, worker's compensation benefits are paid statutorily

based on policies bought by an employer, not the accident victim. An individual who is entitled to

workers' compensation beneiits does not have a contract with the workers* compensation insurer,

Clearly, this type of insurance is distinguishable Irom no-fauit insurance in which the injured

individual has a contract for no-lault insurance with his or her no-faull insurer. Accordingly,

cldcndanLs* reliance an Romem in (he instant ca.se is mi.splaced,

Eiscnhowcr Center's Contract Clause Claitn

The only case dd'endant.s cite in support of their argument that Ei.senhower Center has no

Contract Chiusc claim is Romein, which is addrcsiicd above. Again, defendants'1 reliance on R.onwin

to support their argumenl is clearly misplaced.
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HI. FLAWriFFS' DUE PROCESS AND EQUAL PROTECTION CLAIMS
ARE NOT SUBJECT TO DISMISSAL ON A MOTION FILED UNDER
MCR2.1t6(C)(8).

The defendants filso seek dismissal of the claims in plaintiffs' complaint based on the

Michigan Constitution's Due. Process Clause, Const. 1963, svri- 1, sec, I 7, and the Equal Protection

Clause.

The Michigan Constitution's Iiqual Protection Clause is cocxtensivcwith the federal clause.

Doe v Dep 'I q/ Soc Sen's, 439 Mich 650, 670-71; 487 NW2cl 1 66 (1992). Strict scrutiny applie.s to

equal protection challenges when (he challenged legislation creates a clas.sificalion scheme that

impinges upon the exercise of a f'undamenlal right, /<-/,, at 662.

[IJn two situationy the equal protcclion guaranlce is less tolerant of legislation that
crcatc.s a classification scheme—when the classification is based upon suspect factors

(such as race, national origin, or ethnicity), or when the legislation that creates the
classification impinges upon the exercise of a fundamental right, Plyler v, Doe, 457
US,202,216-217,102 S. Ct. 2382,2394 2395, 72 L. Ed. 2d 786 (1982). In these
situations, a higher standard of review, slrict scrutiny, is applied, A statute reviewed
under this strict standard will be upheld only it the slalc dcmonslralcs tlial its
ckissificalion scheme has been preciyely tailored to serve a compelling governmental

interest. Id.

Doe, 439 Mich at 662.

Where (he classification at. issue is not based on suspect factors such as race, national origin,

ethnicity, or a "fundamental right," or on such bases as illegitimacy and gender, rational basis review

applies. PhiUips v Mirac, Jnc\ 470 Mich 415, 432-.33; 685 NW2d 174 (2004), "Under this test,

'courts will uphold legislation as long as that legislation is rationally related to i.i iegitimute

government purpose,'" !(i "This highly deferential standard of review requires a challenger to show

that the legislation is arbitrary and wholly unrelated in a rational way to the objective of (lie statute."

/(/.
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Count III of plaintiffs" complaint alleges thai. application of the aUendant care limitations set

out in §3157(10) to Ms, Anchiry violuies livr fundanicnlul equal prolcctiun right to privacy and bodily

integrity, as it forces her to bring strangers into her home lo provide her with very personal and

intimate care, such as bathing, dressing, and assisting with using the bathroom Complaint, ^[72,75,

Count III further alleges that §3157(10) creates two different classes of motor vehicle accident

victims that require in-home attendan) care; a) persons who receive in-home family provided

attendant care and b) persons that receive in-home coiTnnercial attendant care, and discriminates

against persons dial receive in-homc I'amily provided attendant care, such as Ms, Andary, by putting

a 56 hour per week cap on the arnoun). of reimburyemcnt, whereas persons who receive in-home

commercial attendant care are not subject to any such tjmitation. Id., '[73. Count III alleges that the

State o( Michigan has no compelling inlerest to infrinyc upon RIIcn Andary's lundamental right to

privacy and bodily integrity and no cuinpclling interest (o Ircat her more tiarshly than other similarly

situated motor vehicle accident victim.s by reylricting tier right to receive reasonably necessary in-

liomc family provided attendant care. Complaint, ^[76.

Count VI alleges that Eilen Andary'y fundamental equal prolevtion riglits to privacy and

bodily integrity are violated by the fee schedule limitations of MCL 500.3157(2) and (7) in that they

treat similarly situated motor vehicle accident victims in a dissimilar manner, thereby imposing a

sub.stantial disadvantayc on those who receive reasonably necessary products, services, and

accommodations for their care, recovery, or rehabilitation that arc not compensablc by Medicare,

such as Ms. Andary. Id, <|<j|91, 93. Count VI alleges that the State ol" Michigan has no compelling

interest to infringe upon M.s. Andary's fiinclamcntal right to privacy and bodily integrity and no

compelling intercKt to treat her more harshly than other .similarly situated motor vehicle accident

2.5
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victims with respect to provider rchnbur.scment rates for reasonably necessary products, services,

and accommodations under MCL 500.3157(7). Complaint, ^|94.

Count IX alleges the same violations as Count VI, but as to Mr. Krucger. Id., ^|"109-113.

Count XI.I alleges that application of ihc fee schedule limitations of §§3157(2) and (7)

discriminates against medical providers, such as Eisenhower Center, tliai. render reayonably

necessary products, etc,, lo motor vehicle accident victims that arc not compensable under the

Medicare laws, i.e., it is reimbursed at a rate of 52.5% - 55% of the ftmounl uhiirgcd tor those

products, etc., on January 1, 2019, whereas medical providers that render reasonably necessary

products, etc,, that would be compcnsablc under the Medicare laws i.irc reimbursed at a rate of 190%

- 200% of the amount compensable by Medicare, id, ^[ 128, MCL 500.3157(2) and (7) create two

classes and treat similarly situated Michigiin medical ptoviders in a dissimilar manner. Complaint,

*| 129. Count XIllin'thcr alleges that the State of'Michigan has no rational basis for treating plaintifl'

Risenhowcr Center more liarshly than medical providers that render reasonably ncccssaty products,

etc., that are compensable by Medicare, Id., ^ 130.

Counts III, VI and IX assert violations of Ms, Andary's and Mr, Kruegcr's fundamental right

to privacy and bodily integrily. Plaintiffs acknowledge that none of (heir equal protection claims

implicate a .suspect clcisyification, However, plaintiffs have alleged that Ihcsc claims do involve

fundamental rights - the right to privacy and bodily intcgri.ly, Strict scrutiny is required in an equal

protection claim that involves viiher suspect classiliCtition or a rundamental right. Doe, 439 Mich

al 662, Accordingly, plaint.in's' claim that their equal protection righls are being violated by the

infringement upon their fundamental rights, which will be discussed further in the next section ol'

this brief, must be analysed under strict scrutiny.
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But, even if the Court were (.0 ultimately determine that rational basis applies to plaintiffs'

equal proteclion and due process claims, sunimary dispo.silion on the basis of MCR 2,116(C)(8)

should not be ordered at this stage. Again, in addressing sucli a motinn, all wcll-pleaded (actual

allegations in plaintiffs" complaint must be accepted as true. El-KhaSil, 504 Mich at 160, Under the

rational basis stundard, the constitutionality of a statute will be upheld where it is "rationally related

lo a lcgitimale government purpo.sc." Ph.illips, 470 Mich at 432, But, us the Supreme Court

rccogni/ed in Shavers, "(lie facts upon which the cxiytcncc of a rational basis for the lcyislative

judgment are preclicalecl 'may properly be made (he subjeul ufjudiddl inquiry,'" 402 Mich at 615.

Judicial inquiry into whether the 2019 aincnclinents to the no-fault act are "rationally related

to a legitimate government purpose" is particularly important in (his case in light ol (he process by

which these amendments came to be. These amendments were. adopted with extraordinary speed,

without deliberation into (he implications of the changes bcingmadcand without public input.3 This

case present.s the unique situation where it can be said in light of the manner in which the 2019

amendments to the no-fault act took place that the I ,cgislaturc had no time to acknowledge whether

the changes they were making were "rationally related to a legitimate government purpose," Since

the Legislature failed to do so, it is particularly important thai this Court perform the role that the

Shcfver.'i Court outlined and allow factual development of (he plainlifls' equal protection and due

pt'oce.ss claims, under a rational basis test.

Judicial deference to legislative judgmenl.s is in part based on recognition of (he fact that
"the Legislature possesses superior tools and means for gathering facts, data, and opinion

and assessing the will of the public." f'Vt'll.'i Fargo Bank NA v Cherryiand Mali Lid
f'arlnership, 300 Mich App 361, 375; 835 NW2d 593 (2013). The deliberative resources

available to the Legislature, however, had no role lo play in the passage of (he. 20,19
leRislation at issue in this case.
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Indeed, the defendants' own analysis of the equal protection arguments appears to emphasize

llie lack of reasoned .support I'or the choices made by the Legislature in passing the 2019

amcnclmcnls. Defendants assert that the rational basis test i.s sati.sHcd on two grounds; the Legislature

acted to either cut the cost of autumobilc inyurancc or to remove fraud from the no-fault syslem. The

suggestion lliat cutting the cost of insurance could serve as a rationale for the limitation on in-homc

fainily-provided attendant care is dillicull to yuslain since the professional care that would replace

family members would likely be more expensive than that provided by family and friends,

Defendants .seem to grasp this fact when (lie best they can offer is that "[t]liere is certainly a

possihHi/y" that reducing funding provided attendant care "could reduce the cost of insurance and

its abuse." Defs' Brf'., at 13 (emphasis added).

'['he clctcndants arc similarly less-lhan-assurcd that the other rationale for (lie 2019 changes

to ll-ic act ihat (licy otlcr - cutting (he cost of medicare care covered by the no-fault act - will be

achieved. At anoLher point in their brief they acknowledge (hat this long-term goal "cannot yet be

fully assessed . , ." Dcfs' Brl'., at 17.

Thus, even if plainiiJTs' allegations of llmdamental rights were disregarded, and thcirequal

protection and due process challenges were governed i-iolely under Ihe rational basis test, the

defendants arc still not entitled 1o the disinissul of thoyc claims al. lliis early stage in the litigation.

IV. PLAINTIFFS' FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS TO PRIVACY AND TO
BODILY INTEGRITY HAVE BEEN VIOLATED (Counts II, V, Vni)

Count 11 alleges that the in-homc atlcndant-carc limitation oFMCL 500.3157(10) violate Ms.

Andary's "Fundamental right It) privacy and bodily inteyrify, as it forces her lo bring strangers into

her home (o provide her with very personal and inlima(c care, such as bathing, (.Ire.ssing, and assksting

with using the bathroom," Complaint, ^68.
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Count V alleges that application of the fee schedule limitations of MCL 500,3 i 57(7) violate

Ms. Andaiy's fundamental clue process right to privacy and bodily infcgrit.y, Complaint, <|84. Count

V further alleges thai the reimbursement rates set forth in §3157(7) are unsustainable for many

Michigan medical providers. Therefore, thoKe providers will be unable or unwilling to treat Ellen

M, Andary at -such dramatically reduced reimbursement rates, thereby impairing her access to

reasonably necessary products, services, and accommodations far her care, recovery, or

rehabilitation. Complaint, ^[87.

Count VIII alleges that ihe fee schedule limitations set forth in MCL 500.3157(7) "interfere

with Philip Krucgcr's lundamcntal riglit to privacy and bodily integrity . . , in his ability to uccess

reasonably necessary products, services, and acuommodntions for Ihis cnrc, recoveiy, or

rchabiliuilion." Complaint, ^|104. "The reimbursci'nent rates under the fee schedules , , . arc

unsustainable for Plaintiff Eisenhower Center. Therefore, PlaintilTEiscnhowcr Center will be unable

or unwilling to treat Philip ICruegc.r at such dramatically reduced reimbursement rates, thereby

impairing his acce.ss to reasonably neceKsary products, services, and accommodations for his care,

recovery, and t'ehabilitation," Coniplaint, ^|104. Count VIII turther alleges thai the Slate of

Michigan "has no compelling mtcfcstlo infringe upon Philip K.rueger's fundamental right to privacy

and bodily integrity and his liberty interest by the imposition of price fixing rules, appiicablc to

private msurance contracts, that interfere with his ability to access reasonably necesKary products,

services, and accommodations for his care, recovery, or rehabilitation." Complaint, ^[106.

A. Suh.shinlivc Due Process and RiRht to Privsicy.

"The substantive due process clause protects two types of privacy righty." Jfnkirm v Rock

///// LuwlSch Dh-l, 513 F3d 580, 590 (6lh C.ir, 2008) (ciling Whulen v Roe, 429 US 589, 599-600;
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97 S Ct 869; 51 L Ed 2d 64 (1977)). A "fundamental" privacy right is an "individual's right to

make 'personal decisions relating to marriage, procreation, contraception, larnily relutionylups, cl'iild

rearing, and education,'" Id., quoting Lawreiice v Texas, 539 US 558, 574 (2003); People vJetwrn,

231 Midi App 439,457; 586 NW2d 748 (1998), The second type ofprivacy fight is "an individual's

'interest in avoiding disclosure of personal matters.'" Jenkim\ 513 F3d at 590 (quoting Wlwkn, 429

US at 599). Only the first type of privacy right is at issue here, specifically, (he fundamental privacy

righl of Ellen and Michael Andary to make pct'somi! dcciKions relating lo ramily i-Glationships in the

context of (lie in-homc atlcnclynl care provided Ellen Andary by family members as opposed to

.strangers,

Courts arc required "to exercise reasoned judgment in jdentifying interests of the person so

lundainenlal thai the Slalc inust accord (licm its rcspccl." Ohet'^eiell v I fudges, _ US _ ; 135

S Cl 2584,2598 (2015). In Ohcrgvj'cll, a sub.stanlivc due process nnd equal protection uhallcngc to

Michigan's prohibition of same sex marriages, the Supreme Court ovcrrLtled prior decisions and held

that the right to marry is a fundamental right inherent in the liberty of the person, and that under the.

I'ourtcenth Amendmcnl''s Due Process and Equal Protection Clauses, couples of the same-yex may

not be deprived of'that right and that liberty, ki., 135 S Ct at 2604-2605.

A plaintit'falteging a substanlivc due process claim under the Michigan Constitution must

show that the deprivation of a fundainental right is so arbitrary that it shocks the. conticience. MiHtle-r

Wallonri, !.LC v Melrnss 't'wp, 2^1 Mich App 184, 201; 761 NW2d 293, 306 (2008); citing l.imdon

HoliHngs, Inc v Graflan Twp, 257 Mich App 154, 176; 667 NW2d 93 (2003).

Defendants' motion docs noldiscu.ss the seminal cases addressing fundamental substanlive

due process riyhl.s in ramily relationships, These seminal cases include Jroxei v Grain'ilie, 530 US
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57 (2000), in which the United States Supreme Court held dial the state oi Washington's nonparent

visitalian statute was unconstitutional because it allowed the trial court to order visitation without

granting deference to the parents' decisions, conlrary to the parents' fundairtenta] right and liberty

interest in managing (he care, custody, and control of their children. Id., at 70-74, Another

significant case in this area is Moore v City oj Ea'/l CleveUmd, 431 U.S. 494 (1977), in which the

Supreme Court held that a local zoning orclincince violated fundamental riyhls to family relationships

by prohibiting a grand mother from residing with two grandsons who were cousins,

fn Brinkley v ?7y;/(-/^, 277 Mich App 23; 742 NW2d 629 (2007), the Court of Appeals

addressed whether a statute that denied the plaintiff gt'anclparenls' rights to visitation with their

grandchild, where (lie parents ofthe child did not consent, violated their fundamental subiikmtive due

process right to maintain a familial relationship. The court held that strict scrutiny did not apply

because the statute "does not authorize governmenlal inteiTerence into a lamily relationship. Instead,

it reslricts a court's authority to interfere with parental decision;-; concerning grandparenting time."

/(/,, nt 29-31,

In (he instant case, Count 11 of plaintifls'' complaint clearly states a viable claim that the

attcndanl-care limitations imposed by §3157(10) constitute governmental intciTcrencc in the

Andarys' fiimiliul reliitionship rights by capping al 56 hours per week I'amily members may provide

M.s. Andary ii-i in-liome altendant care, Compliiint, ^21 > 41, 42-45, 67-70.

Defendants are not ealilk'd to Judgment as a matter of law on Counts II, V, and VIT1, These

County slate viable claims (.hut plaintifTs' yubslantivc due process rights to privacy tire burdened by

the. 2019 atle.ndant-care limitation amendment, §3157(10), and the aniendmcnts to rein-ibursement

rates, ^3157(7).
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This court should deny defendants' MCR 2.116(C)(8) motion and allow disco very to procectl

on plaintiffs' substantive due process claims alleging that. their fundamental right to maintain family

relationships is subject to governmental interference under MCL 500.3157(10), Ihe novel and

unprecedented amendment limiting inhumeatlendant care by family members to 56 hours per week.

Because it is undisputed that the amendments to the no-1'ault act plaintiff's challenge are novel

and important, this court should deny defendants' motion to dismiss and allow this case to proceed

(u discovery, Shavers, 402 Mich at 614-15, parlicularly given the Legislature's rush to judgment in

enacting the challenged amcnclmenls,

B. Substantive Due l)'ruc<;,ss - Right to Bodily Integrity.

DefendunLs' motion argues that plainlifTy have (aiJccl to establish that any right to bodily

integrity is implicated in this case. Detcndants are incorrect, as Counts II and VIII allege viable

substantive due process; violations of the right to bodily integrity ol Ms. Andary and Mr. Kruegcr,

Count II alleges that the in-hoine attendant-care limitation ol'MC'L. 500.3 157(10) violates Ms.

Andary's "fundamental right to prsvacy and bodily integrity, as jl forces her to bring strangers into

her home to provide her with very personal and intimate care, such as bathing, dressing, and assisting

with using the ballu'oom." Complaint, 1H|66, 68, 69.

Count VIII alleges thai the fee schedule limitations set forth in MCL 500.3157(7) "intericrc

with Philip Krueger's runcltunental right (o privacy and bodily integrity ... in his abilily to access

reasonably necessary products, services, and accomn-ioclatioiis for this care, recovery, or

rehabilitation." Complaint, 'j 104. "The reimhur.sement rates under the fee schedules . , , are

nnsu.stainablc for PlaintilT Eisenhower Center. Therefore, Eiscnhowcr Center will be unubtc or

unwilling to treat Philip Krucgcr nt such dnirnalically reduced reimbursement rates, thereby
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accommodations reinbt-ecl fbi'the care, recovei'y, or rehabilitation of molor vehicle acc.K.lentviclim.s,"

Compliunt, ^[46, '['he fee sclicdule amendments provide that medical providers such as plaintiff

Risenhower Center, which has housed plainfit'f Philip Krueger since 1997, will be reimbursed under

§ 3157(7) only at a rate of 52.5% - 55% of the amount these providers charged for those products,

services, and accommodations on January !, 2019. Complaint, '|i 10. Alihough the fee schedules

in §§ 3 157(2) and (7) do not apply until July 1,202 i , these schedules will presumably apply to motor

vehicle accident victims like Philip Kruegcr who was catastrophically injured in a motor vehicle

accident prior lo June I 1, 2019. Complaint, *i47.

This, court must acuepl us (rue; theyc allcgalions in plAinlilTs' complaint and uanstfuc lliym

in the light mosl favorable to pii.iintiffs. Kuzwir, 481 Mich al 176; Mich at 119, The effect of the

aUendatU-care limitation challenged here will be to force Ms, Andary to submit to in-home allcndanl

care by strangers rather than by her family members. Whether that "involves an egregious,

nonconscnsual entry into the body" presents a novel question unadclrcssccl by any precedent ptainf ills

could find, But, as Ls obvious, (or .strangers to provide intimate care to Ms, Andary, including with

bathing and assisting her in urinatioii and dcfccation, certainly implicates the nonconsensual cntiy

into her body conlempladscl by Ihe precedent discussed above.

Under the fee schedule limitations of MCL 500,3157(7), Mr. ICrucgcr will be ejected from

Eisenhowcf Center, where he has resided since 1997, because the reimbursement rates as amended

vvili be unsustainable for Eiscnhower Center. Comptainl, *]104, Since Mr. Krucgcr is totally and

pennancnlly disabled and incapable of caring for himself, he wilt thus be subject to intimate physical

care by strangers. As is obvious, for strangers to provide intimate care (o completely disabled and

incapacitatecl Philip Krueger will involve "nonconscnsual entry" into his body,
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Iflhis uourt is not persuaded that these tillcgations state a viable claim of\;iolation of the

substantive due prucesy right to bodily integrity of Ellen Andary und Pliilip Krucgcr, however,

plaintiffs request that, rather than dismiss tliis claim, this court should defer ruling on the substantive

due process right to bodily integrity claims because the Michigan Supreme Court in Mays granted

leave to appeal an issues including "whether the Court ol Appeals erred in recognizing a

con.sdtutional tori for violalion of bodily integrity under Const. 1 963, art. 1, § 17, and, if not, whether

the plaintiffs properly alleged such a violation," Mays, 503 Mich 1030.

V. THE COURT SHOULD DENY DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO
DISMISS COUNTS II, V AND VIII REGARDING I'LAINTIFFS'
SUBSTANTIVE DUE PROCESS CLAIMS BECAUSE PLAINTIFFS
HAVE ALLEGED SUFFICIENT FACTS TO SHOW THAT THEIR
DUE PROCESS RIGHTS HAVE BEEN VIOLATED.

Defendants take issue with plaintirfs' allegations of liberty interests under their subsUintive

clue process claimy, specifically Count II's allegation that §31 57(10) violat.cs Ms. Andary''s "•liberty

interests, as it restrict.s her right to be able to choose the in-home caregivers that she or her Guardian

selects, and who provide the care that is most efficacious and beneficia! for her." Complaint, 1l68;

Count Vs allegation that application or(.hc fee schedule limitations ofMCL 500,3 157(7) violate Ms,

Andary's liberty interest "in being able to make personal medical decisions and in being free; from

governmental interference with the ability to access reasonably necessary products, services, and

ticcominodations for her recovei-y, or rehabi.litation by limiting the amount her providers can be

reimbursed by her in.surer under a private insurance contract," Complaint, 185; Count VIII's

allegation that Philip Krueger has a substantive due process liberty intere.sl in being able to make

personal medical decisions and in being free ITOI'II governmental interference with his ability to

access reasonably necessary products, services, and accommodations for his care, recovery, or
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rchubilitation by limiting the amount his providers, such as plaintiff Eisenhowcr Center, can be

reimbursed by liis insurer undur a private contract. Complaint, 1)103, and a liberty interest in his

ability to access reasonably necessary products, servicey, and accommodations for his care, rccoveiy,

or rehabilitation, Complaint, ^104. Motion to Dismiss at 22 n 11. Defendants argue that plaintiffs'

''alleged liberty intet'esl in having their insurer pay medical providers any fee amount without

limilalion is not a proper subject of stale constitutional proleclion under the doutrinc of substantive

clue process." Motion to Dismiss at 22. They further argue that the "fee schedule and limits on

family provided attcndan.l care arc directed al the providers and (he insurers, which only indirectly

iilTccls the patients," Motion to Dismiss at 24.

Plaintiffs have alleged claims of substantive due proce.ss based on their rights to privacy and

bodily inlegrity, As discLissed previously, these arc viable claims, Iwcn it the Coun were to

ultimaltfly determine that a snbstnntivc due process claim cannot be proved, that is nol a proper

inquiry at this stage in the liliguliun. Since the Court must at this stage accept all of plaintiffs' well

pleaded allegations true, defendants' argunients for the dismisStil of these substantive due process

claims .should be denied, Clearly, additional factual development is necessary before the Court can

make a determination that plainlitTy ullcgalkins are without mcril,

VI. DEFENDANTS ARE NOT ENTITLEDTO DISMISSAL UNDER MCR
2.116(0(8) ON THK CLAIMS ASSERTED BY EISENHOWER
CENTER.

Count XI of the Complaint alleges that Eisenhower Center has a property interest in the

survival of its business and the pcrpctuation of its financial operalions without government

interference in (he form oi' oppressive price controls (hat threaten its survival. Complaint, ^[1.20.

Again, PlaintifTs have pled sufficient facts to state a viable claim on behalf of Eisenhower Center.
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Dismissal of this claim under MCR 2,1 16fC)f8) would be iinni-oper.

VII. PLAINTIFFS HAVE PLED ALLEGATIONS THAT ARE
SUFFICIENT TO GIVE PLAINTIFFS STANDING TO RAISE THE
CLAIMS ASSERTEDIN COUNTS XIJI THROUGH XVIII OFTHFJR
COMPI.AINT.

The final argument that defendants raise in their motion to dismiss is addressed to Counts

XTI[ (hrough XVIII of pltiiniiDs' compliiint, in which plaintiff's have alleged that the I'uturc

application of (he attendant care limitations imposed in §3135(10) and the fee schedules of- §31 35(7)

should be found unconstitutional under the various conslitutional provisions that (he plaintiffs have

named in (his case. The defendants contend that plaintilTs lack standing to raise these issues.

MCR 2,605 yovernn declaratory judgments and provides that a coui-1 may grant declaratory

relief "in a ease of actual controversy wi thin its jurisdiction ... whether or not other relief is or could

be sought or granted." MCR 2,605(A). "The existence of an actual controversy is a condition

precedent to invocation of declaratory relief and (his requirement prevents a court lioiTi deciding

liypolhclical issues," Dvtroii v Michi^n, 262 Midi App 542, 550; 686 NW2d 514 (2004).

The Michigan Supreme Conn clerined the leyl tur staiKling in LansiriK Schoo/.'i Educaiion

As.wciation v Lcinsii^ Roard of Ef/tication, 487 Mich 349; 729 NW2ci 686 (2010). Prior to its

decision in Lansing Sc/wol.\\ the Court had iysucd Ivvo decisions that interpreted the concept of

standing rigidly and vested that doctrine with a constitutional component. See Lee vMacomb Coun/y

Board oj Commissioiws, 464 Mich 726; 629 NW2d 900 (2001); Nat'I Wihiltfe Fct/wition v

CleveSand (.'liffr /ron ('<), 471 Mich 608; 684 NW2d 800 (2004). In Lansing Schools, the. Supreme

Court overruled !,ee and Cleveland ClijJ's, and restored the standing to its traditional "limited,

prudential Eipproach." 487 Mich at 355.

The Supreme Court explained in Lunaing Schnolx that the purpose of (he standing
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requirement is "to assess whether the litigant s interest in the issue is sufficient to 'assure sincere and

vigorous advocacy," lit., quoting Delroil Fire Fi^hlfi's Ah-s'n v Ddrait, 449 Mich 629, 633; 537

NW2d 436 (1995). In returning standing to its prudential, as opposed to constitutiunal, roots, the

Court in Laming Schools emphasized that the traditional application of (his doctrines was "one of

discretion and not of law." 487 Midi at 355. The Court in Lciwing S'chool.y reached the following

holding with respect to standing:

We hold lliat Michigan standing jurisprudence should be restored to a limited,
prudential doctrine that is consistent with Michigan's long-standing historical
approach to standing. Under this approach, a litigant has standing whenever there is
a legal cause of action. Furlhcr, whenever a litigant meets the requirements of'MCR

2.605, it is sufficient to ciitublish ytaiuiing to seek a declaratory jtK.lgmciU. Wlicre a

cause of action is not provided at law, then a court should, in its clisct'etion, determine

whether ;.i litigant lias standing, A litigant may have sSanding in this context if the
litigant has a special injury or right, or substantial interest, that will be dctrimcntally
affected in a manner different from the citizenry at large or if the statutory scheme
implies thai the Legi.slalure intended to confer standing on tlie litigant,

Id. at 372,

PlaintiiTs can satisfy the standing requirements outlined in Lansing Schools to bring the

claims stated in the last six count.s ol Ihcir complaint. There is, without question, a "legal cause of

action," raised in these county prcmi.scd on the clainis that application of the 2019 amendments to

§3135(7) and (10) violate various jirovisiony of Ihc Michigan Con.sUlulion, Moreover, plainlilTs have

an mtercsl in these issues that is distinct from the "cal.cgory at large.

Under the Hmitcd, prudential approach to standing adopted by the Supreme Court in Larifiing

Sc/woifi, (he derenclants* request to discuss the last Counls XIII through XVIII of the complaint

should be denied.
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CONCLUSION

Based on the foregoing, plaintiffs, Ellen M. Andary, a legally incapaciUited udult, by and

through her Guardian and Conservator, Michael T, Andary, M.D., and Philip Krueger, a legally

inCtipycitalcd adult, by and through his Guardian, R.onald Krueger & Moriah, Inc. d/b/a Eisenhovver

Center, request thai clclcnclants' molion to dismiss be denied in its entirety.

MARK GRANZOTTO, P.C.

^.•<Y-(:';^l-{-(mr.oi ^ l".i>(/y»v\r'^i >(..^i-\

MARK GRANZOTtO (1^1492)
A((orncv for Plaintirf
2684 West Eleven Mile Road, Suite 100
Berkley, Michigan 48072
(248) 546-4649

Dated; March 6, 2020.

SIN4.S, DRAMIS, LARKIN, GRAVES &
WA^DMAN, P.C,- - •---?••••—

)
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/GROKGK.I. SlNAS (P25643)
Attorney for Plaintiff
59 North Walnut, Suite 210
Ml, Clemeizs, Michigan 48043
(586) 468-6345
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STATE OF MICHIGAN

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR THE COUNTY OF 1NGHAM

ELLEN M. ANDARY, a lugiilly inciipacitatcd
ailult, by and through her Guardian suul
Conservnhn, MICHAEL T. ANDARY, M.D.,
and PHILIP KRUEGRR, a legally incapticihited
ailult, by sirni thruugh his GiniftEinn, RONALD
KRUEC.ER & MORIAII, INC. d/h/a
EISENHOWRR CENTER, a Micliigan corporntion,

Plaintiffs,

-vs-

USAA CASUALTY INSURANCE COMPANY,
a foreign corporiitiun, sind CITIZENS
INSURANCE COMPANY OF AMERICA, a
Michigan corporadon,

Defendants.

Case No. 19-738-CZ

lion. Wandsi M. Siokcs
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LAUREN E. KISSEL (l'S2y7l)
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
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(517)394-7500
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Attorney for Defendants
201 Townscnd Street, Suite 900

Lansing, Michigan 48933
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STATE OF MICHIGAN

COURT OF APPEALS

DIANE BRADY, as Guardian of THOMAS UNPUBLISHED
ROBERT MIDDLETON, June 21, 2016

Plaintiff-Appellant,

v No. 324864
Oakland Circuit Court

HOME-OWNERS INSURANCE COMPANY, LCNo. 2012-128435-NF

Defendant-Appellee.

Before: MURRAY, P.J., and STEPHENS and RIORDAN, JJ.

PER CURIAM.

Plaintiff, as guardian of her son, Thomas Robert Middleton, brought this action for
recovery of 24-hour attendant care no-fault benefits. Following a trial, a jury concluded that

plaintiff was entitled to a reasonable hourly daytime rate of $11.44, the rate then paid by
defendant, Home-Owners Insurance Company, but found that the hourly nightly rate of $7.40
paid by defendant was unreasonable, and awarded a reasonable hourly nighttime rate of $11.44.
The difference in the nighttime rates between October 2011 and May 31, 2014, resulted in a
judgment of $27,317.69 in favor of plaintiff. At trial, plaintiff asserted that $30 an hour was the
reasonable rate for the 24-hour attendant care services provided to her son in light of his
behavioral and cognitive injuries caused by a traumatic brain injury sustained in an automobile
accident. Plaintiff now appeals as of right. We affirm in part, reverse in part, and remand for a

new trial consistent with this opinion.

I. FACTS AND PROCEEDINGS

In August 2011, 18-year-old Thomas Middleton ("Tommy") suffered a traumatic brain
injury in an automobile accident. Before the accident. Tommy had been diagnosed with
Asperger's syndrome and attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD). Following the
accident, Tommy required an extensive stay in both a hospital and rehabilitation facility.
Doctors determined that a home setting was more beneficial than an institutional setting.
Tommy was ultimately discharged to plaintiffs home, but his doctor prescribed 24-hour
attendant care. Plaintiff established a corporate entity that employed family members and a close
friend to care for Tommy. Tommy's cognitive deficits also caused anger management, impulse,

and safety issues, and triggers for those issues included alteration in scheduling and unfamiliar
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events. Consequently, the caregivers had to recognize Tommy's triggers and act accordingly.

Tommy's home care was supplemented by various therapies that occurred outside the home.

Because the 24-hour attendant care prescription did not contain specific direction,

defendant's representative determined that it was the lowest level of supervision required and
could be fulfilled by a home health aide. Thus, the rate for the service was paid at $11,44 for
daytime hours and $7.40 for nighttime hours.

Although Tommy had a case manager, plaintiff was a registered nurse and she performed
some of the functions of a case manager. She attended all of Tommy's doctor appointments and

scheduled, coordinated, and provided direction to all of Tommy's caregivers. The home
business plaintiff established managed the appropriate deductions and payroll for Tommy s
caregivers. The caregivers were paid $10.00 an hour because that was all plaintiff could afford
and did not include any payment to plaintiff. However, plaintiff did not submit a request for
payment as a case manager, registered nurse, or business to defendant.

Aflter this action was filed, Tommy's doctor altered the prescription for 24-hour attendant
care to provide that he needed a behavioral technician or life skills trainer, not a home health
aide. Although plaintiff presented evidence that supported a range of hourly rates for the
position, she requested $30 an hour at trial. Defendant disputed that a change in rate was
warranted, particularly because Tommy's caregivers did not have specialized medical training,
and plaintiff acknowledged that the behavioral training therapy was paid for by defendant
outside the home setting. Ultimately, the jury concluded that $11.44 was a reasonable rate for
the attendant care on a 24-hour basis.

II. ANALYSIS

Plaintiff first argues that the trial court erred by instructing the jury that agency rates for
similar attendant care services were not relevant and by failing to instruct the jury that
comparable agency rates was an appropriate consideration. A claim of instructional error is

reviewed de novo, but the trial court's determination whether a jury instruction is applicable and
accurate is reviewed for an abuse of discretion. Alfieri v Bertorelli, 295 Mich App 189, 197; 813
NW2d 772 (2012). Whether a supplemental jury instruction is warranted is also reviewed for an
abuse of discretion. Guerrero v Smith, 280 Mich App 647, 660; 761 NW2d 723 (2008). An
abuse of discretion occurs when the trial court's decision falls outside the range of reasonable
and principled outcomes. Nelson v Dubose, 291 Mich App 496, 500; 806 NW2d 333 (2011).

"Jury instructions are reviewed in their entirety to determine whether they accurately and
fairly presented the applicable law and the parties' theories." Guerrero, 280 Mich App at 660.
The instructions should not omit material issues, defenses, or theories that are warranted by the

evidence. Ward v Consol Rail Corp, 472 Mich 77, 83-84; 693 NW2d 366 (2005). "When the
standard jury instructions do not adequately cover an area, the trial court is obligated to give
additional instructions when requested, if the supplemental instructions properly inform the jury
of the applicable law and are supported by the evidence." Bouverette v Westinghouse Electric
Corp, 245 Mich App 391, 401-402; 628 NW2d 86 (2001). A supplemental instruction must be
modeled as nearly as possible to the style of the standard jury instructions and must be "concise,
understandable, conversational, unslanted, and nonargumentative." Id. at 402.
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A no-fault claim requires an insured to establish that he or she is entitled to benefits for
accidental bodily injury arising out of the ownership, operation, maintenance or use of a motor
vehicle. Cooper v Auto Club Ins Ass'n, 481 Mich 399, 407; 751 NW2d 443 (2008). Personal
injury protection benefits are payable for allowable expenses incurred for reasonably necessary
products, services, and accommodations for the injured person's care, recovery, or rehabilitation.

MCL 500.3107(l)(a). The plaintiff must prove that the charge for the service was reasonable,
the expense was reasonably necessary, and it was incurred. Williams v AAA Mich, 250 Mich
App 249, 258; 646 NW2d 476 (2002).

Attendant care services need not be performed by trained medical personnel. Van Marter

v American Fidelity Fire Ins Co, IHMichApp 171, 180; 318 NW2d 679 (1982). In Hardrick v
Auto Club Ins Ass'n, 294 Mich App 651, 665; 819 NW2d 28 (2011), this Court held that "the
market rate for agency-provided attendant-care services bears relevance to establishing a rate for

family-provided services." In Douglas v Allstate Ins Co, 492 Mich 241, 276; 821 NW2d 472
(2012), our Supreme Court concluded that a fact-finder should focus on the individual's
compensation, holding "that a fact-finder may base the hourly rate for a family member's

provision of attendant care services on what health care agencies compensate their employees,

but what health care agencies charge their patients is too attenuated from the appropriate hourly
rate for a family member's services to be controlling." Although the Douglas Court recognized
that it was not addressing an admissibility issue, id., at 276 n 79, it nonetheless acknowledged
that admission of an agency rate may be helpful in calculating a rate, though it could not be
uncritically adopted. Id. at 276. Importantly, the Court stated that an agency rate may be
relevant particularly when "the individual caregiver has overhead and administrative costs
similar to those of a commercial agency." Id.

Plaintiff requested a jury instruction that allowed the jury to consider agency rates as
evidence of an appropriate rate for the family members' care for Tommy. However, contrary to

the holding in Hardrick and the statements in Douglas, the trial court precluded the jury from
considering any evidence of rates charged by agencies:

"Reference to rates charged by agencies to insurers or other entities (with
regard to similar attendant care services as those being provided to Middleton) are
irrelevant and should not be considered as part of your decision on an appropriate
hourly rate (for such care)."

This instruction was provided, despite the fact that Hardrick stated that agency rates are at least a
minimally relevant factor for a jury to consider in a home attendant care situation, and Douglas's

specific reference to admissibility of agency rates when a party (as plaintiff testified to at trial)
has overhead costs similar to that of a commercial agency. As defendant acknowledges on

appeal', this was error. Hence, as to the issue of the appropriate rate for family members

"The trial record admittedly contains some evidence from which the jury could have concluded
that 'the individual caregiver has overhead and administrative costs similar to those of a
commercial agency.' Id. Thus, Defendant concedes that Plaintiffs 'agency rates' instruction

would have been permissible."
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providing home attendant care services to Tommy, the trial court erred in instructing the jury that
agency rates were irrelevant2 and not to be considered, and in refusing to instruct as plaintiff
requested on that issue.

Defendant argues that this instructional error was harmless because "the jury

unmistakably rejected Plaintiffs home business theory." We cannot accept that argument
because it would have been very difficult—if not impossible—for the jury to accept plaintiffs
theory when the court instructed it not to consider the exact evidence that would have allowed
plaintiff to succeed on that theory, Nor do we agree with defendant that plaintiffs alleged failure
to request reimbursement from defendant for these business related expenses bars these claims.

Plaintiff is not seeking reimbursement of those specific costs, but is instead seeking a higher rate
for attendant care services, in part because of those business costs. And obtaining a higher rate

for attendant care is exactly what was at issue. We therefore reverse and remand for a new trial

only on the issue of the appropriate rate for Tommy's attendant care services.3 We now turn to

several evidentiary issues that may arise again at trial.

Plaintiff argues that the trial court erred by excluding evidence of plaintiff s earnings as a
registered nurse when her training was an integral part of Tommy's care, recovery, and

rehabilitation. A trial court's decision to exclude evidence is reviewed for an abuse of discretion,
but any preliminary questions of law are reviewed de novo. Barnett v Hidalgo, 478 Mich 151,
158-159; 732 NW2d 472 (2007). An abuse of discretion occurs when the decision falls outside
the range of reasonable and principled outcomes. Id. at 158.

Although plaintiff did not specifically raise in the final pretrial order the issue that
nursing services were required and that the $30 an hour sought was consistent with the wage of a
nurse, Wilhelm v Mustafa, 243 Mich App 478, 485; 624 NW2d 435 (2000), even if she did
through several broad statements about attendant care and reference to her part-time nursing job,

we nonetheless find no abuse of discretion in the trial court's ruling. For one, the trial court did
not abuse its discretion by holding that the evidence of plaintiffs wage as a nurse was not
relevant, MRE 401; MRE 402; Omian v Chrysler Group LLC, 309 Mich App 297, 308; 869
NW2d 625 (2015), because the issue for trial was essentially whether Tommy's attendant care
providers should be paid at the rate of a home health aide or the higher rate of a life skills trainer
or behavioral technician.

2 Though this evidence should have been presented to the jury, it does not, of course, have to be
accepted by the jury.

This holding does not apply to plaintiffs argument on appeal regarding compensation for case
management services, for as defendant argues, those expenses were not at issue in this case. In

plaintiffs complaint, the joint final pretrial order, and in plaintiffs opening statement, all that is
placed at issue is the appropriate rate for Tommy's attendant care services. Additionally, it was
undisputed that Tommy had a case manager regardless of the role plaintiff voluntarily took in her
child's care.
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Even if it was an abuse of discretion, it was harmless, because the jury was aware of

plaintiffs employment and she argued that her nursing skills were necessary to Tommy's proper
care. Plaintiff testified that she was a registered nurse, continued to work on a part-time basis,

and delineated her extensive involvement with Tommy's care. Defendant, of course, argued that

Tommy's attendant care did not require a nursing degree, and so a higher rate was not

necessitated simply because plaintiff was also a practicing nurse. As a result, the jury had
evidence on this issue such that it could have provided a higher rate if it determined such was
need for Tommy's care. It did not. Under the circumstances, no error requiring reversal exists

on this issue.

Plaintiff next argues that the trial court erred in using defendant's modified verdict form
at trial. Whether a special verdict form may be submitted to the jury is within the trial court's
discretion. In re Portus, 142 Mich App 799, 803-804; 371 NW2d 871 (1985). An abuse of
discretion occurs when the trial court's decision falls outside the range of reasonable and
principled outcomes. D 'Alessandro Contracting Group, LLC v Wright, 308 Mich App 71, 76;
862NW2d466(2014).

Plaintiff requested that the following verdict form be submitted to the jury:

We, the jury, make the following answers to the questions submitted by
the Court:

ALLOWABLE EXPENSES

QUESTION NO. 1: What is the amount of allowable expenses owed to
the plaintiff (include only expenses not already paid by the defendant from
August 24, 2011, through the present)?

$

INTEREST

QUESTION NO. 2: Was payment for any of the expenses or losses to
which the plaintiff was entitled overdue?

(Payment for an expense or loss is overdue if it is not paid within 30 days after
the defendant receives reasonable proof of the fact and the amount of the claim.
An overdue claim bears interest at the rate of 12 percent per annum from the date

the expense or loss became overdue,)

A. Answer: _(yes or no)

B. If your answer is "yes", what is the amount of interest owed to the

plaintiff on overdue benefits (include only interest not already paid by the
defendant)? $

Defendant requested the following verdict form, which the circuit court concluded was
more applicable to the evidence presented at trial, and thus gave it to the jury:
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We, the jury, make the following answers to the questions submitted by
the Court:

ALLOWABLE EXPENSES

(Allowable expenses consist of all reasonable charges for reasonably
necessary products, services, and accommodations for the plaintiffs care,

recovery, or rehabilitation.)

QUESTION NO. 1: Beginning in October, 2011 through May 31, 2014 is
the daytime hourly rate that has been paid by Home-Owners for attendant care
services being provided to and for the benefit of Thomas Middleton reasonable?

A. Answer: _(yes or no)

B. If your answer is "yes", go on to Question No. 2. If your answer is

"no", what is the reasonable daytime hourly rate for the attendant care services

being provided to and for the benefit of Thomas Middleton?

$_^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

QUESTION NO. 2: Beginning in October, 2011 through May 31, 2014
is the nighttime hourly rate that has been paid by Home-Owners for attendant care
services being provided to and for the benefit of Thomas Middleton reasonable?

A. Answer: _(yes or no)

B. If your answer is "yes", go on to Question No. 3. If your answer is

"no", what is the reasonable nighttime hourly rate for the attendant care services

being provided to and for the benefit of Thomas Middleton,

$^^^^^^^^^_^

INTEREST

(Payment for an expense or loss is overdue if it is not paid within 30 days after
the defendant receives reasonable proof of the fact and the amount of the claim.
An overdue claim bears interest at the rate of 12 percent per annum from the date

the expense or loss became overdue.)

QUESTION NO. 3: Was payment for any of the expenses or losses to
which the plaintiff was entitled overdue?

A. Answer: _(yes or no)

B. If your answer is "yes," what is the amount of interest owed to the

plaintiff on overdue benefits (include only interest not already paid by the
defendant)?
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$_

The standard jury form, MI Civ JI 67.01 sets forth the allowable expenses and interest
inquiry as set forth by plaintiff, but also addressed benefits that were not at issue, such as work
loss, replacement service expenses, and survivor's loss that both parties had omitted from their

respective verdict forms. The use note accompanying the jury verdict form provides, in pertinent
part:

Omit any questions that are not at issue, such as whether the injuries arose
out of the ownership, operation, maintenance, or use of a motor vehicle, and any

benefits that are not claimed by the plaintiff.

This Special Verdict Form may have to be modified where there are
questions involving coordination of benefits, governmental setoffs, or other issues

arising under the no-fault statutes that are not specifically addressed by the
format set forth. [Emphasis added.]

MCR 2.515 governs special verdicts and provides, in relevant part:

(A) Use of Special Verdicts; Form. The court may require the jury to
return a special verdict in the form of a written finding on each issue of fact,
rather than a general verdict. If a special verdict is required, the court shall, in
advance of argument and in the absence of the jury, advise the attorneys of this
fact and, on the record or in writing, settle the form of the verdict. The court may
submit to the jury:

(1) written questions that may be answered categorically and briefly;

(2) written forms of the several special findings that might properly be
made under the pleadings and evidence; or

(3) the issues by another method, and require the written findings it deems
most appropriate.

The court shall give to the jury the necessary explanation and instruction
concerning the matter submitted to enable the jury to make its findings on each
issue.

A general verdict form does not delineate the facts, the law, or the application of the law
to the facts. Sahr v Bierd, 354 Mich 353, 364; 92 NW2d 467 (1958). Conversely,

[t]he special verdict form compels detailed consideration. But above all it enables
the public, the parties and the court to see what the jury really has done. The
general verdict is either all wrong or all right, because it is an inseparable and
inscrutable unit. A single error completely destroys it. But the special verdict
enables errors to be localized so that the sound portions of the verdict may be
saved and only the unsound portions be subject to redetermination through a new
trial. [Id. at 365 (citation omitted).]
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A special verdict form is not warranted when the case is not so complex that there would be a
necessity to submit special findings of fact. Danaher v Partridge Creek Country Club, 116 Mich
App 305, 320; 323 NW2d 376 (1982).

Here, the parties submitted competing verdict forms. Plaintiffs form mirrored the
language of the jury verdict form contained in the civil jury instructions. However, defendant's
proposed form was narrowly focused on whether the rates already provided were reasonable.

Pursuant to MCR 2.515 and In re Portus, 142 Mich App at 803-804, the trial court had the
discretion to provide a special verdict form to the jury. Although a close call due to the narrow
questions contained in the special verdict form, we cannot conclude that the trial court abused its
discretion in using that form at the original trial. Defendant's modification merely
acknowledged that there existed separate day and nighttime rates. It is possible that the language
contained in the special verdict form addressing the different rates reminded the jury of this fact
and allowed the jury to make its award in the bifurcated way rates had been determined.

Because we are vacating the award and remanding for a new trial as specified in this
opinion, we need not address plaintiffs final argument that the trial court erred in denying her
request for a new trial on the basis that the jury's verdict was contrary to the great weight of the
evidence.

Affirmed in part, reversed in part, and remanded for a new trial consistent with this
opinion. No costs, neither party having prevailed in full. MCR 7.219(A). We do not retain
jurisdiction.

/s/ Christopher M. Murray
/s/ Cynthia Diane Stephens
/s/ Michael J. Riordan





STATE OF MICHIGAN

COURT OF APPEALS

TRINA RICHARD, UNPUBLISHED
June 21, 2012

Plaintiff-Appellee/Cross-Appellant,

and

TBCI P.C.,

Intervening Plaintiff,

v No. 298650
Wayne Circuit Court

ALLSTATE INSURANCE COMPANY, LCNo. 06-613557-NF

Defendant-Appellant/Cross-

Appellee.

Before: WILDER, P.J., and CAVANAGH and DONOFRIO, JJ.

PER CURIAM.

Defendant appeals by delayed leave granted a $51,809.17 judgment in favor of plaintiff,
Trina Richard, that was entered after a jury trial. The lawsuit was initiated for the recovery of
first-party no-fault personal injury protection ("PIP") benefits. Plaintiff cross-appeals from the
same judgment. We affirm.

I. BASIC FACTS

On October 1, 1991, plaintiff, then a 16-year old high school student, was hit by a vehicle
while she was walking across a street in Detroit. The impact of the collision tossed plaintiff into
the air, which resulted in her head hitting the ground when she landed. She had a "huge,"
"thick," "gigantic" knot on her head. Plaintiff was transported to Henry Ford Hospital, where
she was treated and released later that same day. The hospital records show that plaintiff

* The $51,809.17 was broken down as follows: $40,704.20 for allowable expenses; $4,884.50
for statutory interest, MCL 500.3142; and $6,220.47 for post-filing judgment interest, MCL
600.6013(8).
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suffered a large hematoma on her right forehead and abrasions on the right side of her chin and
face. Additionally, she was diagnosed with a closed-head injury. Plaintiff returned to school
some weeks after the accident.

After the October 1, 1991, accident, plaintiffs parents filed a claim with defendant for
$420 for replacement services, which was paid. The medical bills presumably were paid by
plaintiffs health insurance carrier.

At trial, plaintiff complained of having neck and back pain virtually every day since the
accident. However, from 1993 until 2005, plaintiff received no treatment for any head, neck, or

back injuries related to the accident. In fact, she never even mentioned any such injuries during
her many doctor visits throughout this time.

In 2005, plaintiff met with Lawrence Gamby, a certified rehabilitation counselor and case
manager, who had started Gamby, Kageff^ & Associates ("GK&A"). GK&A provided services
to plaintiff totaling $16,000, which defendant has not paid. Gamby testified that these services
were reasonably necessary for plaintiffs care and treatment stemming from the October 1, 1991,
accident.

GK&A initially referred plaintiff to Dr. Thomas Park, a psychiatrist, at TBCI P.C.4 Dr.
Park then referred plaintiff to Dr. Woo Kim, a physical medicine physician, for care of her neck
and back pain; to Dr. Renee Applebaum, a neuropsychologist, for neuropsychological
evaluation; and back to GK&A for case-management services. GK&A also utilized Health Care
Unlimited, another company owned by Gamby, which provided transportation for plaintiff.
Gamby claimed that Health Care Unlimited was owed $13,000 for these transportation services,
which also were reasonably necessary charges that defendant denied.

Dr. Applebaum first evaluated plaintiff in March 2006. Dr. Applebaum found that there
was no indication of malingering and concluded that plaintiff was moderately impaired. Dr.
Applebaum also concluded that plaintiff had a cognitive disorder and organic personality
syndrome, which were all attributable to the October 1, 1991, car accident. Dr. Applebaum
testified that she incurred $5,150 in charges for her services.

The trial transcript spelled this name as "Caga," but the parties' briefs on appeal spell it
"Kageff." We assume the parties' briefs are correct and will use the "Kageff spelling.

Gamby later formed "Gamby & Associates," but that entity did not provide any services to
plaintiff.

TBCI P.C. had intervened in the lawsuit and successfully petitioned the court to bifurcate the
trial, with its issues being tried separately. However, TBCI P.C. was ultimately dismissed by
stipulated order on February 1, 2010.

"Malingering" is defined as the "intentional production of false or grossly exaggerated physical
or psychological symptoms." Medscape Reference, Malingering,
<http://emedicine.medscape.com/article/293206-overview> (accessed September 2, 2011).
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In 2005, defendant received a bill for the treatment plaintiff received. Ruth Billiau was
the claims adjuster at Allstate that was assigned to the claim. Billiau was skeptical that the
current treatment was related to the 1991 accident since there had been no treatment or issues

during the previous 12 years. Accordingly, defendant requested authorizations from plaintiff for
her medical records. But plaintiff never returned the authorizations. Contemporaneous to this,

Billiau sent plaintiff to be evaluated by Dr. Clifford Fergison, a neuropsychologist. But because
Billiau never received any authorizations, she did not have access to, and could not provide Dr.

Fergison with, any of plaintiff s medical records that spanned from 1993 through 2005.

Dr. Fergison evaluated plaintiff on November 30, 2005, and gave a report of his findings.
Dr. Fergison concluded that "there was significant evidence of symptom exaggeration based on
symptom validity testing," which made it impossible for him "to arrive at any clear diagnosis or
treatment recommendations." On cross-examination, Dr. Fergison clarified that, even though

plaintiffs testing results were consistent with symptom exaggeration, malingering, and pre-
existing impairment, he could not conclude that plaintiff actually was exaggerating, malingering,
or had a pre-existing impairment.

After reading Dr. Fergison's report, Billiau denied plaintiffs claims for benefits. Billiau
explained that, while she also had Dr. Applebaum's conflicting report, she based her decision
solely on Dr. Fergison's report.

Plaintiff filed suit on May 10, 2006. Before trial, plaintiff, in a motion in limine, sought
to have any evidence of plaintiff s prior abortion excluded from trial. Plaintiff argued that such
evidence was irrelevant to any of the contested issues at trial and, even if the abortion was

somewhat relevant, any relevance would have been substantially outweighed by undue prejudice,
making it inadmissible pursuant to MRE 403. The trial court granted the motion but noted that
defendant would be allowed to make a subsequent offer of proof at trial if it wished. There is
nothing on the record to suggest that defendant ever made such an offer of proof.

After a six-day trial, a jury returned a verdict in favor of plaintiff in the amount of
$40,704.20 for allowable expenses and $4,884.50 for statutory interest.

On May 27, 2009, defendant filed a motion with the trial court to settle the record, or in
the alternative, to have a new trial. Defendant noted that the entire transcript from August 13,
2008, was missing. The missing testimony supposedly included part of the direct testimony (and
possibly a portion of the cross-examination) of plaintiffs father, Cornell Richard; all of the
testimony of plaintiff s husband, Anthony Montgomery; and Dr. Park's direct-examination (and
possibly a portion of the cross-examination).

On January 15, 2010, defendant provided a proposed record of the testimony ofCornell
but stated that Dr. Park's settled record of testimony was to be supplied by plaintiff. A few days
later, plaintiff submitted her proposed record for the testimony of Cornell and Dr. Park.

Anthony Montgomery's testimony was not a concern because, since it was introduced via

deposition, the testimony was still available.
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Plaintiffs version of Cornell's testimony was not substantively different than defendant's
version except for a few instances. Even though defendant disagreed with the additions that
plaintiff proposed related to Cornell's testimony, the trial court ordered that both sides' proposed
facts would encompass the settled record.

II. EVIDENCE OF ABORTION

Defendant argues that the trial court abused its discretion when it excluded evidence that
plaintiff had an abortion. We disagree. A trial court's decision to admit or exclude evidence is
reviewed for an abuse of discretion. In re Kramek Estate, 268 Mich App 565, 573; 710 NW2d
753 (2005). "An abuse of discretion occurs when the decision results in an outcome falling
outside the principled range of outcomes." Woodard v Custer, 476 Mich 545, 557; 719 NW2d
842 (2006).

Generally, relevant evidence is admissible. MRE 402. Evidence is relevant if it has a
tendency to make the existence of a fact of consequence more probable or less probable than it
would be without the evidence. MRE 401; Waknin v Chamberlain, 467 Mich 329, 333; 653
NW2d 176 (2002). Defendant argued at the trial court that the fact that plaintiff got an abortion
was "relevant because it is part of what made her into the person she is today. .. . These sort of

incidents very much flavor and create the person we have here today and going to be testifying at
trial. ... In this case it is relevant and the testimony will support that." In other words,

defendant maintained that plaintiffs abortion was a cause of at least some of her impairments.
However, this was sheer speculation on defendant's part. There was nothing in the record that

suggested that the abortion did cause any such impairment. Thus, the trial court correctly
excluded the evidence on a relevance basis.

On appeal, defendant argues that the expert testimony of Dr. Elliot Wagenheim was
sufficient to show that the abortion was relevant. However, there are two significant flaws with
this assertion. First and foremost, Dr. Wagenheim's testimony came towards the end of trial and,

thus, was not available to the trial court at the time it granted plaintiffs motion in limine.
Therefore, it can have no bearing on whether the trial court erred at the time it granted the
motion. Second, Dr. Wagenheim never testified about an abortion specifically. Instead,
defendant relies on Dr. Wagenheim's testimony that a person who had "been abused physically,
emotional[ly], [or] sexually tend[s] to develop certain personality traits and certain patterns."
Defendant did not introduce expert testimony, however, to establish that having an abortion,
while likely emotionally and physically traumatic, is the equivalent of being physically,
emotionally, or sexually abused. Thus, the jury would have had to speculate to reach such a

conclusion.

Even assuming, arguendo, that plaintiffs abortion was relevant, the evidence was still
inadmissible pursuant to MRE 403. Under MRE 403, even relevant evidence is inadmissible if
its probative value is substantially outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice. Detroit v
Detroit Plaza Ltd P 'ship, 273 Mich App 260, 272; 730 NW2d 523 (2006). "Evidence is unfairly
prejudicial when there exists a danger that marginally probative evidence will be given undue or
preemptive weight by the jury." Waknin, 467 Mich at 334 n 3. Here, the probative value was
minimal since any link between plaintiff having an abortion and her mental state years after the
fact is tenuous at best. Conversely, the danger of jurors giving undue weight to this fact is clear.
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This Court noted in 1979 that "[t]he existing strong and opposing attitudes concerning the issue
of abortion clearly make any reference thereto potentially very prejudicial." People v Morris, 92
Mich App 747, 751; 285 NW2d 446 (1979). This rationale is no less valid in 2011. Thus, given
the limited probative value of the evidence, it would have been reasonable for the trial court to
have concluded that the probative value was substantially outweighed by the potential of unfair
prejudice. Moreover, reviewing courts should generally defer to a trial court's contemporaneous

judgment ofprobative value and potential unfair prejudice under MRE 403. People v Bahoda,
448 Mich 261, 291; 531 NW2d 659 (1995). Accordingly, the trial court did not abuse its
discretion when it excluded evidence of plaintiff s abortion.

HI. DIRECTED VERDICT

Defendant next argues that the trial court erred when it denied its motions for directed
verdict with respect to the separate issues of attendant-care benefits and benefits supplied by
GK&A. We disagree.

A lower court's decision on a motion for directed verdict is reviewed de novo. King v

Reed, 278 Mich App 504, 520; 751 NW2d 525 (2008). The evidence presented up to the time of
the motion is viewed in a light most favorable to the nonmoving party to determine whether a
question of fact existed. Silberstein v Pro-Golf of America, Inc, 278 Mich App 446, 455; 750
NW2d 615 (2008). If reasonable jurors could honestly have reached different conclusions, then
the motion is properly denied. Id.

A. ATTENDANT-CARE BENEFITS

Under Michigan's No-Fault Act, MCL 500.3101 et seq., PIP benefits are payable for
"[a]llowable expenses consisting of all reasonable charges incurred for reasonably necessary
products, services and accommodations for an injured person's care, recovery, or rehabilitation."

MCL 500.3107(l)(a). A plaintiff must prove that "(I) the charge for the service was reasonable,
(2) the expense was reasonably necessary and (3) the expense was incurred." Williams v AAA
Mich, 250 Mich App 249, 258; 646 NW2d 476 (2002).

"Care" includes attendant care, even if the provider does not have medical training. Van

Marter v American Fidelity Fire Ins Co, 114 Mich App 171, 180; 318 NW2d 679 (1982). But
attendant care, like all other compensable services, must be reasonably necessary and actually

rendered. Williams, 250 Mich App at 258; Moghis v Citizens Ins Co, 187 Mich App 245, 247;
466 NW2d 290 (1990).

Defendant maintains that there was insufficient evidence to show that plaintiff actually
received any attendant-care services. However, defendant's brief on appeal fails to reference the

testimony of plaintiffs husband, Anthony Montgomery, which was introduced via deposition.
Montgomery recounted providing care to plaintiff related to her condition, which included
cooking, caring for their child, leaving daily reminders, and helping her with her medication.
Therefore, viewing this evidence in a light most favorable to plaintiff, the nonmoving party, a
jury could have concluded that Montgomery actually provided attendant-care services to
plaintiff.
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Defendant also contends that, even if attendant-care services were provided, plaintiff

never "incurred" any expense. Defendant relies on Manley v DAIIE, 425 Mich 140; 388 NW2d
216 (1986), in arguing that an insurer is not obligated to pay unless there is a bill presented.
However, this reliance is misplaced. In Manley, the Court stated that "insofar as nurse's aides

are concerned [the insurer] is not obligated to pay any amount except upon submission of
evidence that servicers were actually rendered and of the actual cost expended." Id. at 159

(emphasis added). Defendant provides the above quote minus the emphasized portion. Thus, it
is clear that this statement is in the context of nonfamily members providing care. There is
nothing to suggest in Manley that this requirement extends to immediate family members. In
fact, the Supreme Court recently has explained that "incurring" an expense simply means that
"the attendant care providers expected compensation for their services." Burris v Allstate Ins Co,

480 Mich 1081, 1081; 745 NW2d 101 (2008). Justice Corrigan, in a concurring opinion,
explained that

the term "incur" does not mean that an insured must necessarily enter contracts

with the care provider to be entitled to reimbursement for attendant-care expenses.

Nor does it mean that an insured must necessarily present a formal bill
establishing that the attendant-care services were provided. It merely means that

the insured must have an obligation to pay the attendant-care-service providers for

their services. [Id at 1084-1085, (Corrigan, J., concurring).]

Therefore, defendant's position that attendant-care services must be billed in order to be
recoverable is not supported by case law. As the Burris Court explained, all that is necessary is
that the providers expected to be compensated. Id. at 1081. Here, plaintiff testified that she
communicated with the caregivers that she intended to compensate them. Furthermore,

Montgomery testified that, although no specific dollar amounts were discussed, he talked to
plaintiff about getting paid at the prevailing rate. Hence, when viewing plaintiffs testimony and
Montgomery's testimony in a light most favorable to plaintiff, a jury could have inferred that at
least some caregivers expected to be compensated for their services.

We note that defendant's criticism of the verdict form is not pertinent to whether the trial
court properly denied the motion for directed verdict. Instead, whether the verdict form was
deficient is an entirely separate legal issue. Moreover, it appears from the record that defendant
wrote and submitted the proposed verdict form and never objected to it at trial. As a result,
defendant has either waived the issue by offering the form itself or has forfeited the issue by not
objecting to it. See Roberts v Mecosta Co Gen Hosp, 466 Mich 57, 69; 642 NW2d 663 (2002).
Moreover, given that the trial court did not err in denying the motion for directed verdict,
defendant's argument regarding the verdict form is moot.

B. EXPENSES FOR GK&A

Defendant also claims that, because GK&A was no longer in business and did not have a
current assumed-name certificate under MCL 445.1, GK&A could not collect from plaintiff for
any services it rendered, which in turn means that defendant cannot be obligated to pay plaintiff
for those services. We disagree.
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MCL 445.1 requires a person who conducts business under an assumed name to file a

certificate in the county in which the person conducts the business. Failure to comply with this
requirement bars the person from filing suit. MCL 445.5. However, MCL 445.1 also provides
that this filing requirement only is applicable when the assumed name is "other than the real
name of the person owning, conducting, or transacting that business."

Here, the assumed name in question is "Gamby, Kageff & Associates," and the name of

the person conducting the business was "Gamby." Thus, by the plain language of the statute, it
is clear that Gamby was not required to file any certificate under MCL 445.1 because the
assumed name encompassed his and his partner's real names. This is wholly distinguishable
from the case that defendant relies on, Krager v Hedler Storage, 7 Mich App 644; 152 NW2d
708 (1967). In Krager, the plaintiff, Herman Krager, operated the "Casnovia Milling Company"
but never filed an assumed-name certificate in Newaygo County. Id. at 646. This failure to file
was fatal to the plaintiffs case, because it was evident that "Casnovia," under which business

was transacted, was not Krager's real name. More analogous to the present case is June v Vibra

Screw Feeders, Inc, 6 Mich App 484; 149 NW2d 480 (1967). In June, the plaintiff "used his
own surname, June, as part of the name of the company he operated and in so doing, was not

subject to the filing requirements of the assumed name filing statute." Id. at 492-493. Just as the
plaintiff in June was not required to file an assumed-name certificate because he used his own
name in the company's name, Gamby was not required to file an assumed-name certificate

because he used his name in his company's name.

Therefore, Gamby was not required to file an assumed name certificate, and his failure to
do so, does not invoke any of the limitations ofMCL 445.5. As a result, the trial court did not
err by denying defendant's motion for directed verdict on this issue.

7 MCL 445.5, in pertinent part: "Any person or persons owning, carrying on or conducting or

transacting business as aforesaid, who shall fail to comply with the provisions of this act, shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor .... [Hjowever, the fact that a penalty is provided herein for

noncompliance with the provisions of this act shall not be construed to avoid contracts; but any
person or persons failing to file the certificate required by [MCL 445.1 and MCL 445. la] shall
be prohibited from bringing any suit, action or proceeding in any of the courts of this state, in
relation to any contract or other matter made or done by such person or persons under an

assumed or fictitious name, until after full compliance with the provisions of this act; but no
person or persons doing business under a fictitious name or as the assignee or assignees thereof

shall maintain or prosecute any action, nor shall any order, judgment, or decree be made in any

action heretofore or hereafter commenced in any court of this state upon or on account of any

contract or contracts made or transactions had under such fictitious name after August 14, 1919,

if the conduct of such business under such fictitious name has ceased, or if it is still conducted
under such fictitious name, then until after full compliance with the provisions of this act."
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IV. ATTORNEY FEES - MCL 500.3148(2)

Defendant argues that the trial court abused its discretion when it denied its request for
attorney fees. We disagree.

A trial court's decision regarding the granting of attorney fees is reviewed for an abuse of
discretion. Peterson v Fertel, 283 Mich App 232, 235; 770 NW2d 47 (2009). "An abuse of
discretion occurs when the decision results in an outcome falling outside the principled range of
outcomes." Woodard, 476 Mich at 557. A trial court's findings regarding the fraudulent,
excessive, or unreasonable nature of a claim are reviewed for clear error. Beach v State Farm

Mut Auto Ins Co, 216 Mich App 612, 627; 550 NW2d 580 (1996). "A finding of fact is clearly
erroneous if the reviewing court has a definite and firm conviction that a mistake has been
committed, giving due regard to the trial court's special opportunity to observe the witnesses."

In re BZ, 264 Mich App 286, 296-697; 690 NW2d 505 (2004).

Generally, attorney fees are not recoverable unless a statute, court rule, or common-law

exception exists. Dessart v Burak, 470 Mich 37, 42; 678 NW2d 615 (2004). Here, defendant
requested attorney fees pursuant to MCL 500.3148(2), which provides, in relevant part, the
following:

An insurer may be allowed by a court an award of a reasonable sum against a

claimant as an attorney's fee for the insurer's attorney in defense against a claim

that was in some respect fraudulent or so excessive as to have no reasonable

foundation.

Defendant argues, as it did at the trial court, that the fact that plaintiff was only awarded
$40,704.20 when plaintiff sought much more before trial is conclusive that plaintiffs claim was,
in part, fraudulent or excessive. Specifically, defendant noted that plaintiff initially requested $6
million during case evaluation and lowered that request to $463,000 during discovery. The trial
court denied defendant's request and stated that "[j]ust because the plaintiff didn't get everything
[she] wanted, doesn't make it automatic fraudulent or excessive." We are not left with a definite
and firm conviction that the trial court's conclusion was incorrect.

The mere fact that an ultimate jury award is much less than what a plaintiff claims can be
relevant to whether the initial claim was fraudulent or excessive, but it is not dispositive.
Defendant relies on Robinson v Allstate Ins Co, unpublished opinion per curiam of the Court of
Appeals, issued May 11, 2004 (Docket Nos. 244824 & 245363). Of course, unpublished
opinions are only persuasive authority and are not binding on this panel. MCR 7.215(C)(1). In
fact, we disagree with the analysis employed in Robinson. The Robinson Court agreed with the
defendant that a $4,000 verdict on an $82,000 claim "is evidence" that the jury found that
plaintiffs claim was in some respect fraudulent or so excessive as to have no reasonable

foundation. Robinson, unpub op at 1. The Court then, without any further analysis, remanded

for an award of a reasonable amount of attorney fees. Id.

We find that simply remanding without any further analysis was not appropriate because
that action did not give the proper deference to the trial court's findings of fact. Specifically, the
Robinson panel never considered whether this "evidence" was of such a nature that it left them



with a definite and firm conviction that the trial court erred in its conclusion. We do not disagree
that a disparity in the amount ultimately awarded and the amount initially sought is evidence that
the initial claim may have been excessive. But that is entirely different from holding that a
disparity conclusively establishes that a claim was excessive or fraudulent, necessitating an

award of attorney fees. As a result, we do not find Robinson persuasive.

Defendant also claims that the trial court applied the incorrect legal standard when it
made the following statement at the hearing:

I think merely the fact plaintiff prevailed does not trigger this statutory
requirement, at least in this case, and I think that each case has to be looked at
individually. Although I was not expecting [defendant] to request attorney fees, I
think the same standard applies to [defendant]. Just because the plaintiff didn't
get everything they wanted, doesn't make it automatic fraudulent or excessive.

So your request is denied.

Defendant's position is without merit. While the trial court did use the words "I think the
same standard applies to [defendant]," it is clear that the court did not actually apply the same
legal standard. In fact, the court clearly identified the correct standard as being whether
plaintiffs claim was "fraudulent or excessive." The trial court was merely making an analogy
between plaintiffs claim for attorney fees and defendant's claim for attorney fees. Plaintiff
claimed she was owed the fees on the sole basis that the jury awarded penalty interest, pursuant
to MCL 500.3142. The court was explaining that this fact was not dispositive for awarding
plaintiff attorney fees just as the fact that plaintiff received a lot less than what she was
requesting was not dispositive to defendant's claim of fees.

V. MOTION FOR NEW TRIAL

Defendant argues that the trial court erred when it did not order a new trial because of the
missing transcript for the second day of trial. We disagree.

Defendant has waived this issue. Defendant's motion at the trial court was a "Motion to

Settle the Record, or, in the Alternative, for a New Trial." Hence, defendant asked for one of

two particular remedies. The trial court granted one of those remedies when it entered an order

to settle the record. Thus, defendant cannot now complain that the trial court did what it was
specifically requested to do. See Marshall Lasser, PC v George, 252 Mich App 104, 109; 651
NW2d 158 (2002) ("A party is not allowed to assign as error on appeal something which his or
her own counsel deemed proper at trial since to do so would permit the party to harbor error as
an appellate parachute.").

The fact that the trial court abbreviated the standard as being "fraudulent or excessive" instead
of "in some respect fraudulent or so excessive as to have no reasonable foundation" while

conversing in open court is of no consequence. The trial court clearly was referring to the

standard set in MCL 500.3148(2) and not MCL 500.3148(1).
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We note that the only question before this Court is whether the trial court erred in not
granting a new trial. To the extent that defendant also argues on appeal that the method the court
used to settle the record was inadequate, that particular issue is not listed in defendant's
statement of the questions presented as required by MCR 7.212(C)(5) and, therefore, is
abandoned. Mettler Walloon, LLC v Melrose Twp, 281 Mich App 184, 221; 761 NW2d 293
(2008).

VI. ATTORNEY FEES-MCL 500.3148(1)

Plaintiff, on cross-appeal, argues that the trial court erred when it denied her request for
attorney fees under MCL 500.3148(1). We disagree.

"The trial court's decision about whether the insurer acted reasonably involves a mixed

question of law and fact. What constitutes reasonableness is a question of law, but whether the

defendant's denial of benefits is reasonable under particular facts of the case is a question of
fact." Ross v Auto Club Group, 481 Mich 1, 7; 748 NW2d 552 (2008). Questions of law are
reviewed de novo, and questions of fact are reviewed for clear error. Id. "A decision is clearly

erroneous when the reviewing court is left with a definite and firm conviction that a mistake has
been made." Id. (internal quotations omitted). Moreover, a trial court's ultimate decision

regarding the granting of attorney fees is reviewed for an abuse of discretion. Peterson, 283
MichAppat235.

The award of attorney fees in this instance is governed by MCL 500.3148(1), which
states,

An attorney is entitled to a reasonable fee for advising and representing a claimant
in an action for personal or property protection insurance benefits which are

overdue. The attorney's fee shall be a charge against the insurer in addition to the
benefits recovered, if the court finds that the insurer unreasonably refused to pay
the claim or unreasonably delayed in making proper payment.

Thus, "attorney fees are payable only on overdue benefits for which the insurer has unreasonably
refused to pay or unreasonably delayed in paying." Moore v Securalns, 482 Mich 507, 517; 759
NW2d 833 (2008), citing Proudfoot v State Farm Mut Ins Co, 469 Mich 476, 485; 673 NW2d
739 (2003)

Hence, the fundamental question on appeal is whether defendant's refusal to pay was
unreasonable. When answering this question, the inquiry is not dependent on whether the insurer
was ultimately held responsible for the benefits, but whether its initial refusal to pay was
reasonable. Ross, 481 Mich at 11. Furthermore, a refusal to pay is not unreasonable if it is based
on a bona fide factual uncertainty. Moore, 482 Mich at 520.

Here, plaintiff contends that defendant was unreasonable when it failed to clarify Dr.
Fergison's report. In doing so, plaintiff relies on Tinnin v Farmers Ins Exch, 287 Mich App 511;
791 NW2d 747 (2010). In Tinnin, the insurer failed to clarify the results of its physician report
that did not specifically address whether it was reasonable for the insured to obtain the treatment
in question. Id. at 516. In fact, that physician testified that he believed it was reasonable for the
insured to continue to receive the treatment on an as-needed basis. Id. at 516-517. However,
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that situation is distinguishable from the instant case. Dr. Fergison never testified that plaintiffs
condition was caused by the 1991 car accident, nor did Dr. Fergison ever testify that plaintiff
required the at-issue medical and attendant care. Plaintiff, instead, refers to Dr. Fergison's

testimony, where he states that he could not form any opinion with regard to plaintiffs
condition. While this is true, this inability to form a definitive opinion was based on Dr.
Fergison's view that plaintiff was exhibiting characteristics consistent with one who was
exaggerating her symptoms, malingering, or having a pre-existing condition. The exchange went
as follows:

Q. Do you - when you mention those things previously, you weren't

suggesting that my client was malingering, were you?

A. What I was reporting on was that she performed in the ranges that
would be considered in the symptom exaggerated, malingering, or represent

preexisting impairment.

Q. Okay. And just so that the jury's clear, you're not offering an opinion
that my client was exaggerating, correct?

A. That is correct.

Q. And you're not offering an opinion that she was malingering?

A. That is correct.

Q. And you're not offering an opinion that there was a preexisting
condition, right?

A. Correct.

The fact that Dr. Fergison could not state with certainty that he knew plaintiff was exaggerating
does not change his underlying findings that plaintiffs testing was consistent with one who was
exaggerating. As a result, Dr. Fergison said that because of this characteristic, it was impossible

for him to give an evaluation of plaintiff s condition.

Contrary to plaintiffs assertion, Dr. Fergison's true opinion was not "the opposite" of

what the claims adjuster thought the report read. Essentially, the claims adjuster interpreted the
report as stating that plaintiff -was exaggerating, malingering, or had a pre-existing condition,
while Dr. Fergison merely stated that plaintiffs results were consistent with one who was
exaggerating, malingering, or had a pre-existing condition. The difference between these two
views is slight. Therefore, Tinnin is not persuasive for plaintiffs position.

It is important to note that defendant was skeptical of plaintiffs claim for benefits
because this claim came after a 12-year period in which plaintiff had no claims whatsoever
related to the accident. Thus, when the claims adjuster saw Dr. Fergison's report, it reinforced

the belief that plaintiffs current claim was not related to the 1991 accident.
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Plaintiff also contends that defendant acted unreasonably when it failed to provide
medical records to Dr. Fergison. However, it was impossible for defendant to forward the

records because the claim file was lost years earlier. While the loss of the claim file was the sole
fault of defendant and not plaintiff, defendant cannot be said to have been unreasonable in not
providing records it could not access.

Also noteworthy is that defendant sent a request for an authorization for medical records
to plaintiff, but plaintiff never returned the signed form. Thus, defendant was prohibited from
getting plaintiffs medical records and could not forward those records to Dr. Fergison.

But plaintiff also maintains that Billiau had access to a report written by Dr. Park and
should have forwarded it to Dr. Fergison. Plaintiff again relies on unpublished cases to support
her position. In Clackv Allstate Ins Co, unpublished opinion per curiam of the Court of Appeals,
issued January 23, 1998 (Docket No. 192420), this Court affirmed the lower court's award of
attorney fees to the plaintiff. This Court did so because it found that the independent medical
evaluation ("IME") reports the insurer possessed confirmed that plaintiff had jaw, back, and neck
injuries, making its refusal to pay for those injuries unreasonable. Furthermore, the Court found
that at the time the insurer denied benefits, it only had a single 1MB report that concluded that the
plaintiff was not disabled. However, that report was prepared without seeing an MRI of the
plaintiffs knee, and when the physician saw the MRI at trial, he admitted that "the MRI did
show an internal derangement of the right knee." Thus, it is easy to see why the Clock panel
found that the trial court did not clearly err. But that situation is distinguishable from the instant
case because (1) none of the reports generated by defendant confirmed any diagnosis offered by
plaintiff, and (2) Dr. Fergison never admitted that seeing Dr. Park's report would have changed
anything. We also note that seeing someone's conclusions is vastly different than seeing actual

testing results, such as an MRI. The inherent value of objective results is much greater than

someone else's subjective opinions.

Also, plaintiffs reliance on Spencer v State Farm Mut Auto Ins Co, unpublished opinion
per curiam of the Court of Appeals, issued January 24, 2008 (Docket No. 271702), is greatly
misplaced. The principle that Spencer espoused, that an insurer is unreasonable when it fails to
attempt to reconcile conflicting opinions or make an inquiry beyond its own 1MB opinion, has
been explicitly overruled by our Supreme Court in Moore, 482 Mich at 521.

Last, plaintiff maintains that any reliance on Dr. Fergison's report was conclusively
unreasonable because Dr. Fergison was a psychologist, not a physician. Plaintiff relies on MCL
500.3151 as support for her view. MCL 500.3151 provides, in pertinent part:

When the mental or physical condition of a person is material to a claim
that has been or may be made for past or future personal protection insurance

benefits, the person shall submit to mental or physical examination by physicians.

However, plaintiff is reading more into the statute than there is. The purpose of the
statute is apparent from the plain and ordinary meaning of the words. The statute simply
mandates that a person who seeks PIP benefits "shall submit to mental or physical examination
by physicians." This statute does not speak to or limit which evaluations an insurer can rely on
in making its determinations. Thus, under MCL 500.3151, plaintiff may have been rightfully
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able to decline the examination with Dr. Fergison since he was not a physician. See People v
Beckley, 434 Mich 691, 728; 456 NW2d 391 (1990) (recognizing that psychologists are different
than physicians), citing People v LaLone, 432 Mich 103, 109; 437 NW2d 611 (1989); see also
MCL 600.2157 (identifying physician-patient privilege) and MCL 333.18237 (identifying
psychologist-patient privilege). However, plaintiff did not object and instead proceeded with the
examination. There is nothing inherently unreasonable about relying on a psychological report
when the insured is complaining of psychological problems. In fact, plaintiff relied on an
evaluation and report done by Dr. Applebaum, also a psychologist, in support of her case.

In sum, the trial court did not clearly err when it determined that defendant's denial of
plaintiffs claim was reasonable under the circumstances. Defendant was presented with a claim
for benefits for an accident that occurred 14 years earlier, when there were no other claims

during this intervening period. Then, after defendant requested that plaintiff submit to an
examination, defendant was informed by Dr. Fergison that plaintiffs results were consistent with
one who was exaggerating her symptoms. All of these facts combined with the fact that plaintiff
never provided a signed medical record authorization created a bona fide factual uncertainty
regarding the authenticity of the claim. Thus, we are not left with a definite and firm conviction
that the trial court erred. Consequently, the trial court did not abuse its discretion when it denied
plaintiffs request for attorney fees.

Affirmed. No costs are taxable pursuant to MCR 7.219, neither party having prevailed in
full.

/s/ Kurtis T. Wilder
/s/ Mark J. Cavanagh
/s/ Pat M. Donofrio
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STATE OF MICHIGAN

COURT OF APPEALS

JUDY F. WILLIAMS and BOBBY G. UNPUBLISHED
WILLIAMS, August 28, 2001

Plaintiffs-Appellees,

v No. 221119
Wayne Circuit Court

FARM BUREAU INSURANCE COMPANY, LCNo. 97-734353-NZ

Defendant-Appellant.

Before: Jansen, P.J., and Collins and Cooper, JJ.

PER CURIAM.

Defendant appeals as of right from a judgment following a jury verdict awarding
plaintiffs reimbursement of medical expenses and work loss. We affirm.

Plaintiffs, who are married, were both injured in a serious automobile accident that
occurred on October 16, 1996. Plaintiffs subsequently treated at the Stroia Chiropractic Clinic
under the care of Thomas Pinson, D. 0. Plaintiffs were able to resume work with their tree

service a few months after the accident, but were not able to work full time because of their
injuries, and had to turn down approximately forty to fifty jobs. On March 14, 1997, after being
examined by a doctor at defendant's request, plaintiffs received a letter from defendant stating
that it would not reimburse them for their medical expenses because of the doctor's findings.

Plaintiffs sued defendant for reimbursement of medical expenses and work loss. At trial,
defendant moved for a directed verdict on two bases: (1) that there was evidence that the
chiropractic clinic that treated plaintiffs charged insured patients more than uninsured patients in
violation ofMCL 500.3157, and (2) that there was no evidence that plaintiffs suffered any wage
loss from the accident. The trial court denied defendant's motion. The jury awarded plaintiffs
$39,501.50 in medical expenses and $18,000 for Mr. Williams' work loss.' The trial court
subsequently entered a judgment on the verdict awarding plaintiffs $87,392.94, including costs,
interest, attorney fees, and mediation sanctions.

* The jury determined that Mrs. Williams had not suffered a loss of income as a result of the
accident.
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We review de novo a trial court's ruling on a motion for a directed verdict. Thomas v

McGinnis, 239 Mich App 636, 643; 609 NW2d 222 (2000). "In reviewing the trial court's
ruling, this Court views the evidence presented up to the time of the motion in the light most
favorable to the nonmoving party, grants that party every reasonable interference, and resolves

any conflict in the evidence in that party's favor to decide whether a question of fact existed." Id.
at 643-644. If reasonable jurors could honestly have reached different conclusions, this Court
may not substitute its judgment for that of the jury. Hunt v Freeman, 217 Mich App 92, 99; 550
NW2d817(1996).

Defendant first argues that the trial court erred in denying defendant's motion for a
directed verdict on the basis that the medical charges incurred for services provided by the Stroia
Clinic were unreasonable because the medical charges violated MCL 500.3157. Under personal
protection insurance, an insurer is liable to pay benefits for accidental bodily injury arising out of
the ownership, operation, or use of a motor vehicle. MCL 500.3105(1). Personal protection
insurance benefits are payable for "allowable expenses consisting of all reasonable charges
incurred for reasonably necessary products, services, and accommodations for an injured

person's care, recovery, or rehabilitation." MCL 500.3107(l)(a). An insurer may not be held
liable for an expense that is not both reasonable and necessary. Hofmann v Auto Club Ins Ass 'n,

211 Mich App 55, 94; 535 NW2d 529 (1995).

A physician, hospital, clinic or other person or institution lawfully
rendering treatment to an injured person for an accidental bodily injury covered by
personal protection insurance, and a person or institution providing rehabilitative
occupational training following the injury, may charge a reasonable amount for
the products, services and accommodations rendered. The charge shall not exceed

the amount the person or institution customarily charges for like products,
services and accommodations in cases not involving insurance. [MCL 500.3157.]

A no-fault insurer is not liable for the amount of any charge that exceeds the health care
provider's customary charge for a like product, service, or accommodation in a case not

involving insurance. Hofmann, supra at 103. "Customary charge" means the standard amount

the physician, hospital, or clinic bills on behalf of every patient treated, as opposed to the amount
of payment it accepts on behalf of the patient. Munson Medical Center v Auto Club Ins Ass 'n,
218 Mich App 375, 382-383; 554 NW2d 49 (1996). Whether there has been an overcharge
impermissible under MCL 500.3157 is determined by looking to the provider's customary charge
in cases not involving insurance. Hofmann, supra at 104. A provider cannot avoid committing

an overcharge violation simply by claiming that the amount charged in a no-fault case is a
"customary charge," when in fact the provider customarily charges a lesser amount in cases not

involving insurance. Id. at 104-105.

In the present case, the evidence adduced at trial showed that the Stroia Clinic charged
every patient the same amount for the same procedures, but that special consideration was given

to patients who had special situations, such as being short of money. There were some situations

where the Stroia Clinic would reduce the bill when the patient signed an affidavit of indigency
stating an inability to pay. If a patient did not have automobile insurance, that would constitute a
hardship that would justify a lower rate for treatment. When patients did not have insurance,
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they would sign a form stating that they had limited funds to pay for the service and then would
receive a lower rate.

The trial court did not err in denying defendant's motion for a directed verdict because,
viewing the testimony and all legitimate inferences from the testimony in a light most favorable
to plaintiffs, there is a factual question with regard to whether the Stroia Clinic customarily
charged patients less in cases not involving insurance. The evidence adduced at trial shows that
the Stroia Clinic may have charged patients without insurance less than it charged patients with
insurance, but there is no evidence that the Stroia Clinic customarily charged uninsured patients
less because they were uninsured. Instead, there is evidence that the Stroia Clinic charged
uninsured patients less only when they signed an affidavit ofindigency stating that they could not
afford the standard charge. This evidence tends to show that the Stroia Clinic's basis for the
lower charge was the patients' inability to pay the customary charge, rather than the patients' lack
of reimbursable insurance. Cf. Hofmann, supra at 104-107 (MCL 500.3157 was violated where
patients were billed less based on whether they had reimburseable insurance, not whether they
could afford to pay for the services). Therefore, viewing the evidence in a light most favorable to
plaintiffs, reasonable jurors could disagree in regarding to whether the Stroia Clinic customarily
charged less in cases not involving insurance.

Defendant next argues that the trial court erred in denying defendant's motion for a
directed verdict on the basis that plaintiffs presented no evidence of a loss of income from the
accident. In addition to other personal protection insurance benefits that may be due from an
insurer for accidental bodily injury, MCL 500.3107(1 )(b), in part, requires payment for:

Work loss consisting of loss of income from work an injured person would
have performed during the first 3 years after the date of the accident if he or she
had not been injured. [MCL 500.3107(l)(b); Marquis v Hartford Accident &
Indemnity (After Remand), 444 Mich 638, 643; 513 NW2d 799 (1994).]

MCL 500.3107(l)(b) compensates an injured person for income he would have received but for
the accident. Marquis, supra at 645. The statute compensates an injured person for lost income

that he would have earned rather than what he could have earned. Id. at 648. "Work loss" under

the statute covers only actual loss of earnings as contrasted to loss of earning capacity. Id. at 647.

Work loss includes not only lost wages, but also lost profit that is attributable to personal effort
and self-employment. Kirksey v The Manitoba Public Ins Corp, 191 Mich App 12, 17; 477
NW2d 442 (1991). In all cases, claimants bear the burden of proving the amount they would
have earned had they not been injured in the accident. Anton v State Farm Mutual Automobile
Ins Co, 238 Mich App 673, 684; 607 NW2d 123 (1999).

The evidence at trial indicated that Mr. Williams resumed doing tree service about a
month or two after the accident, but he could no longer do heavy work because of his injuries.
After the accident, he had to wear a back brace while he was working in order to alleviate the
pain in his lower back. He testified that, after the accident, he turned down approximately forty
or fifty tree service jobs because of his injuries from the accident. In 1996, when Mr. Williams
was still working as a millwright, plaintiffs' expenses exceeded their revenues by $10,892 for
their tree service business. In 1997, however, after Mr. Williams retired from his millwrightjob,
plaintiffs had a profit of $9,337 from their tree service business. In 1998, plaintiffs had a net gain
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of $33,078.01. At trial, plaintiffs' accountant, Alton Schroeder, projected that plaintiffs' income
would have been approximately $4,375 a month if they had not been injured. Schroeder arrived
at this figure by taking plaintiffs' earnings in June through August 1998 and averaging those
earnings. Schroeder then projected this figure over the period between November 1, 1996, and
August 31, 1998, and concluded that plaintiffs would have earned $144,474 if they had not been
injured. Because plaintiffs actually earned $49,317, Schroeder concluded that plaintiffs had a
loss of $95,157.

Defendant argues that plaintiffs did not present any evidence that Mr. Williams made any
income from the tree service before the accident or that he lost profits that he would have made
but for the accident. Although plaintiffs did not present any evidence that Mr. Williams made a
profit from the tree service before the accident, he was working full time as a millwright before
the accident and did not have the opportunity to work full time on his tree service until he retired
from being a millwright after the accident. This Court has held that there may be a question of
fact with regard to whether an injured person would have received income even when the injured
person did not have an income before the accident. Swartout v State Farm Mutual Automobile

Ins Co, 156 Mich App 350, 353-355; 401 NW2d 364 (1986).

Here, there is evidence that Mr. Williams was in the process of buying equipment so that
he could work full time after he retired from his job as a millwright. Plaintiffs presented
evidence that Mr. Williams had to refuse jobs because of his accident and that he lost $95,157 in
profits as a result of his injury. Whether Mr. Williams actually would have earned these profits
was a question of fact for the jury. Id. at 353-355. We find that reasonable minds could differ
regarding whether Mr. Williams would have earned these profits from the tree service if he had
not been injured. Therefore, the trial court did not err in denying defendant's motion for directed
verdict with regard to the award of wage loss.

Affirmed.

/s/ Kathleen Jansen
/s/ Jeffrey G. Collins
/s/ Jessica R. Cooper
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